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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15,

VOLUME XXV.

Butler and Dr. Winer, Surgeon of the Brigade, presented a strong breastwork of hemp-bales,
which appeared like a moving barrier, impene
is
trable to bullets or cannon shot, and swarming
with men in the rear. It was about twenty rods
Col. Mulligan immediately brought his guns in length, and the hight of two bales of hemp.—
oe in Wond Yard's Block, Third Story to betr on the building, and ordered a charge to The bales were placed with the ends facing our
fortifications, affording a thickness of about six
') ERMS—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ad- capture the prisoners and remove the wounded.
V.v ce; $2.50 Within sDc months; $3,00 after theex- He called on a company of the Thiiteenth Mis* feet. This immense bieastwork commenced
moving forward—not by detachments or singly,
V»r lion of the year.
souri Regiment to follow him, but they declined. but in one vast body, unbroken and steady, as
Ho then sprang upon the outworks, sword in though it slid along the ground of its own voli
hand, and called to the Montgomery Guards.— tion. It advanced steadily over the smooth sur
face, parting to pass trees, and closing up again,
They swartned over the embankment at the first as impenetrable as a rock. Behind it were hun
word of command, and with terific shouts dash* dreds of men pushing and urging with lever?,
MI&SIYQ.
ed after iheir young commander. With a rush while others held the bales steadily to their pla
like the whirlwind they stormed up tho ascent ces, and others still, whose numbers were almost
Not aeaecg the suffering wounded ;
indefinite, firing between the crevices and over
which led to the hospital building, and hurled the top, at our soldiers. Our men looked at the
Not among the peaceful dead;
their
whole
force
against
its
doors.
These
slight
moving monster in astonishment. It lay like a
Not among the prisonors. “ Missing.”
barriers gave way, and with resistless fury the large serpent, winding over the hills and hollows,
That was all the message said.
heroic band threw themselves upon ihe enemy, apparently motionless, yet moving broadside on,
to envelope aud destroy them in its vast folds.—
To his mother reads it over,
driving them before the bayonet like chaff on In vain the cannon were turned upon it. The
Until, through her painful tears,
the autumn wind. Ouward they went until the heavy bales absorbed the shot harmlessly, or
Tades the dear name she has called him.
■'adding was cleared, and the enemy were driven quietly resumed tho positions from which they
These two-and-twenty years.
far down the descent on the other side, in dire were displaced, seemingly moving without hands,
but in reality controlled by strong arms which
Round her all is peaee and plenty;
confusion at the fiered charge of the Montgom were unseen. In vain the musket bullets rained
Bright and clean the yellow floor;
eries. With wild shouts of triumph the brave upon it in unremitting showers. The thousand
While tho morning glories cluster
band answered, the chesrs of their comrades that it concealed were safe from such puuv as
All around the kitchen door.
within the intrenchments, and then hastily pre saults, and, slowly gliding along, they waited
with eagerness the time when their position
Soberly, tho sleek old house cat.
pared to remove the sick and wounded The should warrant them iii bursting through its walls
Drowses in his patch of sun ;
enemy rullied by the time they weie nearly rea and storming up to the intrenchments. Our
Neatly shines the oaken dresser :
dy to move, and charged up the hill by thous brave soldiers could only watch it with keen anx
AU the morning’s work is done.
nds. A fierce volley caused them to recoil for iety, and wait for tho fearful result.
The day was consumed in desultory warfare,
Through his window coinos’that fragrance
a moment, but the masses behind pushed the which
resulted in no particular advantage on ei.
Of a sunny harvest moon,
leaders up the slope, and they poured through therside. There were many instances of dar
Fragment songs from distant reapors,
the doors from which they had so recently been ing which called forth the admiration of all who
A nd the rustling of the eorn.
ejected in numbers so great as to fairly over witnessed them, but the brilliant charges o the
whelm the heroic defenders. The Guards retir previous day were not repeated. The crowing
And the rich breath of the garden—
exploits of the fight were reserved for the suc
Where the golden melons lie ;
ed before them, and broke for tho intrenchments. ceeding day—also the crowning infamy which
Where the blushing plums are turning
A murderous volley was poured iu upon them covered some, whose record can never be erased.
All tlieir red cheeks to the sky.
The cannonading, which had beeu kept up by
during the ret eat, which killed a number, and
the enemy nearly all night, was answered as
inflicted
the
greatest
loss
that
was
sustained
du
Sifting there within the sunshine—
soon as daylight revealed localities sufficiently
ring the charge. The wounded remained in the to offord an aim. The firing was terrific on both
Leaning in her easy chair:
hands of the enemy, as well as the Surgeon and sides, and nothing could be heard but the roar
With soft lines wj on her forehead,
of guns and the rattle of musketry.
And the silver in her hair—
Priest,

3 he Dft Uctsjoq

Jktyoctqtic B^ppet both of whom were taken prisoners.
ruBLisnsn every tvksdat xormiRc,
CHARGE OF THE MONTGOMERY GUARD.
IIY L. HARPER.

O

Iflftvg.

Blind to sunshine—dead to fragranso—
On that royal harvest morn ;
Thinking,while her heart is weeping,
Of hor noble-browed first born.
How he left her in the Springtime,
With his young heart full of flame,
With his clear and ringing footstep,
With his little supple frame.

How with tears his eyes were brimming,
As ho kissed a last “ Good bye,”
Yet she heard him whistling gayly,
As he went across the rye.
Missing. Why should “ho” be missing?
He would fight until he fell;
Aud if wonndod, killed, or prisn’er,
Same one there would be to tell.

Missing. Still a hope to cheer her!
Safe, triumphant, he may come.
With iho victor army shouting,

With the clamor of the drum.
fin through all the days of Autumn—
In the eve and in tho morn—
She will hear his quiekening footsteps
In the rustle of the corn.
Or perhaps will hush tho household,
While her heart goes leaping high,
Thinking that she hears him whistling,
In the pathway through the rye.

♦

«*»***

Fnr away through all the Autumn,
In a lonely, lonely glade—
In the dreary desolation
That the Buttle Storm has made.
With the rust on his musket—
In tho eve and in the moon—
In the rank gloom of the fern leaves,
Lies her noble-browed first-born.

gf'scriptibf.
1 HE SIE7.E OF LEXINGTON.
A

Fall

nnd Circumstnntiul Account of
the Adair.

RAPlIl ! DESCRIPTION OF THE FEAR
FUL CHARGE OF THE BESIEGED.

Interesting Strategical Details.
The general features of the siega and surren
der of Lexington have already been published.
iTbe accounts, however, are in some respects in.
[correct, and dealing only with generalities, fail
in some respects to do iustice to Col. Mulligan
i»nd his associates. None of our reade'S will
therefore complain of the length of the following
description of the length of the events of the des
perate contest, which we copy from the corres
pondence of the Chicago Times :
THE SIEGE COMMENCES.

On the morning of the 18th the men stood to
arms under the call for immediate action. The
enemy appeared in full force in every direction
iround the intrenchments, and opened fire with
thirteen pieces of artillery, including four rifled
cannon. Two of these pieces were planted to
(cut the garrison off from the river, destroying all
shancea of obtaining water in that direction.—
’wo more were so placed as to command the
gprings outside of the intrenchments, and, as
there were no wells inside, the water was entire
ly cut off from that time. A large quantity of
Ihemp had been brought over the river on rafts
luring the previous night, and their arrangements
Tor constructing breastworks were distinctly visijle. There were numbers of houses within fifty
>r a hundred rods, all of which were filled with
iharp shooters, who kept up a continual fire od
the intrenchments, picking off every man who
showed himself. All who ventured out for watir were instantly killed. Col. Mulligan reserv)d hia fire, except at intervals, and no atnmuniion was wasted, but the moment a rebel showed
tig head he was picked off by our sharp-shooters,
’hia warfare continued during the forenoon.—
It about 2 o'clock a body of several thousand
ten advanced with artillery and fired grape shot
mto the hospital, which stood outside of the in.
irenchments on an eminence, with a narrow ra.
doe running between. They followed up this
ittack by a charge whioh took the building.—
tere were a hundred wounded aoldierg in it at
"ha time, who were in charge of Ihe Rev. Father

COL. MULLIGAN'S

SECOND CHARGE.

The Home Guards occupied a trench Several
rods in alvance of the other fortifications. They
did some execution, but were not particularly
efficient. Their fire, however, attracted the at
tention of the enemy, and a large body of men
was detached to take the position. They charg
ed up the hill in good style, and seemed full of
eagerness and determination.
The Home
Guards, in dismay at their prospects, delivered a
weak volley, and broke for Ihe main intrench
ments on a full run. The enemy took posses
sion and planted a Secession (lug, and then
brought up two cannon, which they brought in
to line to fire on the intrenchments. Col. Mul
ligan again called out his men for a charge.—
About two bundled ralliid at his cry, and dash
ed over the embankment. lie led with a shout
his sword waving high iu air, aud his tall form
springin ; over the ground like an antelope.—
The men pressed on with mad shouts, and fairly
precipitated themselves head!-ng into the trench.
Fating upon the enemy with a force which pro3
tr ted them to the earth, they hurled them over
the embankment, and fairly cleared the ditch, as
well as the outside slope for a long way down
ward. The two guns were captured, and the
colors fell a prey to the victorious Irishmen.—
Ihe enemy, seeing the danger of losing their ar
tillery, rallied, and charged up to the breast
works again. Mu lligan retired with his party,
carrying two stand of colors with him, but un
able to bring off the guns. Tne enemy remov
ed them to a more cautious distance, and neith
er party occupied the Home Guards works after
that.
THE WANT OF WATER.

The morning of the 19.h opened with cannon,
ading and musketry. Mulligan wasted no pow
er, but gave orders to use it only when there was
a chatfce of doing execution. The men were
•suffering greatly from thirst, but they gave up
what water they had to the wounded. A number of men were killed by the enemy's sharjshooters in a heroic attempt to get water from
the outside springs for the wounded. The sold
iers obtained what they could by wringing their
blankets, which had been spread out to catch
the rain. As the blankets had been slept in for
some months, the nature of the fluid will give an
idea of the straits the men were in.
COL. mulligan’s BRAVERY.
Col. Mulligan now exerted himself to the ut
most to infuse the soldiers with the heroic for
bearance which animated bis own breast. He
drank no more water than the rest, but endured
the pangs of thirst with them. He was dressed
in an old green jacket, and, without an insignia
of office about him except his trusty sword, he
stalked here and there, regardless of danger, ex
posed to the hottest fire, and ceaselessly implor
ing the men to keep their courage up. He had
no hope of victory, but his brave spirit revolted
at the idea of surrender. He lisdained to walk
in the trenches, where safety was sure, but trod
the high ground in the rear, where the bullets
flew like hailstones, heedless of the entreaties of
the soldiers, who followed his manly form with
their » ondering eyes, and sent up shouts of ac
clamation at his noble daring. Through all this
he was cool and determined. Not a breath of
excitement passed his lips, and his words were
those which appealed to the understanding of
every man under his command. He was con
stantly under motion, passing along the intrench
ments from end to end, with commands aid in
junctions to all whom he met, and displ yiDg a
calm, imposing confidence in bis bearing which
was worth the strength of a thousand men in
that trying hour. No wonder that his soldiers
worshipped bim, and were nerved to noble deeds
of daring and endurance.
The enemy fired hot shot at Ijo college build
ing, and set it on fire a number of times. The
provisions were stored within it, and the whole
force were compelled to use their exertions in re
moving them and extinguishing the flames. A
flag of truce came in at 8 o’clock, with proposi
tions to allow time to remove the dead and bury
them. The conditions were accepted, and
number of Mulligan’s men-assisted the enemy in
collecting the dead, which were strewn in large
numbers on the slope of the hill. The truce lasted nntil 12 o’clock, when the cannonading op
ened again with full vigor.

THE GRAND CHARGE OF THE ENEMY.

A cloud of smoke enveloped the battle field,
which almost hid the combatants, and our brave
little garrison watched its dense folds with in
tense anxiety, w iting for the grand charge of
thousands which they expected, and stood ready
to receive. At about nine o'clock it came. A
column of about eight thousand men merged
from the forest, and charged ou a run at the east
barricade, next to the river. Their approach
was the signal for breathless anxiety within the
breastworks. The gallant band spoke not a
word, but knelt, every man of them, wit1’ gun
leveled, and finger on the trigger. The tick of
a watch might have beeu heard the length ot
that inflexible line, and silence reigned unbrok*
en, except by the whispers which directed each
tnan to aim steadily, aud hold his fire until the
order was given. The swiftly-advancing column
emboldened by the silence of the foe, gave forth
loud hut rails and dashed up almost to the muz
zles of the guns. Scarcely fifty paces interven
ed, and they seemed ou the point of storming ov
er the work”, when a voice of command raug
out, and a line of light opened across the breast
work and ran along the eutire line like a flash of
lightning. It was like an uvalauche o' fire
sweeping through the tall prairie grass. The
iuhii went down, column after column. They
strugg’ed to rise again, and fell under the tramp
ling feet of their comrades, who, still impetuous,
rushed onward to tho fray. The smoke had
hardly arisen before every gun was loaded, and
again the murderous 6tortn of bullets went on
its deadly errand, sheathed in flame aud smoke.
It crushed through the serried ranks, and mow
ed the leaders down by columns. Still they ral
lied, and, lead ou by daring officers, again trod
over the dead bodies of their comrades with des
perate energy. Again the 6moke arose, and a
third time the terrible volley was poured into
iheir foes. The ground was piled with dead and
dying, and in despair the whole body broke up
in disorder and retreated. They rushed down
• he hill with an impetuosity which betokened
dismay and fear, and were not rallied until they
gaiued the refuge of the woods again.
In the meantime, the other side of the in
trenchments was receiving obstinate attacks from
a body of several thousand rebels, who were en
sconced behind the hill upon which the hospital
stood. They had planted artillery, which swept
oir works with tetrible force, and were with dif
ficulty kept from cha giog over tho barricades.
The range of our guns was such as to render the
attempt of dangerous one, and they contented
themselves with awaiting a more favorable op
portunity. Col. Mulligan commanded here in
person, but was, as usual, in all parts of the in
trenchments, encouraging and directing the men.
The position of their forces cut off the retreat to
the river, aud the garrison was surrounded ou all
sides.
CHARGE OF CAVALRY.

The east side, where the first grand charge
was made, seemed to be the main point of attack.
Another charge was made at this point soon af
terward, which was cot in so great forco as the
first, and was more easily* repulsed. A deadly
volley was poured iuto them, and they broke in
disorder and retreated, carrying off a gun which
had been planted outside of the intrenchments.
Col. Marshall's cavalry was called out, and ralli
ed at the word of command, dash r.g off in pur
suit at a tremendous pace. They thundered
down upon the retreating rebels, and scattered
ihem iu every direction without a show of resisteuce. The gun was retaken, and brought back
atnid cheers and cries of exultation.
THE

SITUATION.

The defense up to this point bad been main*
tained with the greatest obstinacy, and the reb*
els had not gained any decided advantage, Du1
they were gradually closing in and surrounding
the beleagured garrison at close quarters. The
formidable breastwork of hemp bales was in rao
tion, with its concealed thousands lurking in
safety, and waiting for the moment to charge.—
The woods swarmed with men, and every hill
teemed with riflemen, while the tree-tops were
alive with sharp.shooters, who picked eff our
men continually. The rebel artillery occupied
positions in several places which commanded the
interior of our works and tore the fortifications
to pieces with their tremendous fire. In addi
tion to this the ammunition in the fort was near
ly exhausted—but a few rounds remaining—and
the men were suffering intensely from thirst, and
were wearied with their long defense. In spite
of all this no thought of surrender was entertain
ed among our brave soldiers, but with undaunt
ed hearts they prepared for a sortie, probably
with the intention of cutting their way through
the enemy. Col. White led with the Shields
Guards, numbering two hundred gallant Irish
men. Our soldiers watched them eneerly as
they sprang over tho embankments, and rushed
upon the aearest body of rebels, who stood wait
ing for them in conscious strength.- With brave
THE MOVING BREASTWORK.
hurrahs they dashed down the slope toward the
At this juncture our men discovered, with no serried rank of the enemy. When within a hun
little dismay, an engine of war which was b* ing dred yards of the front rank, the rebels opened
brought to bear upon them, threatening the very with,a terrible volley of musketry, which told up
consequences which they dreaded most—a safe on them with startling effect. The line went
approach for the enemy, and ultimate charge j down in front, and with them the gallant comtn force over the intrenchmentf. The rebels l mander. They strove to rally, but another vol

ley was poured in, which disordered them still
more, and, being without a leader, and exposed
to a galling fire, they broke up and retreated to
ward the intrenchments, Laving Col. White on
the field. This seemed to be tho last effort, but
still none thought of the white flag, until, with
out warning, they saw it displayed before their
eyes, floating high above the position of tho
Home Guards. Major Becker, tho commander
of that force, raised it wth his own hand. Lieu
tenant Collins, of the brigade, ordered it down,
aud a sturdy cavalry man, who was at that merneut sighting a 6 pounder, turned his gun upon
it, and blew it into atoms, after which he trailed
his pieee upon the position, and threatened to
sweep the man into eternity who dared to raise
it again. The Homo Guards deserted their
trenches at the o*der of Colonel Becker, and
rushed into their inner fortification, where they
again raised the white flag, and kept it flying.—
Immediately upon this the enemy ceased firing,
aud the garrison was thrown into the greatest
confusion. Word was passed around that a sur
render had been made, and the men left their
trenches in disorder to ascertain the truth.—
Consternation reigned in all directions, Colonel
Mulligan being on the opposite side, aud nobody
present to assume control. Word was sent to
him, and he ordered the flag down, but the Cap
tains, who by this time realized their true posi
tion, and saw nothing but death or surrender be
fore them, implored bim to save the men. Iu
the mean time, the hemp breastworks had been
moved up under the cover ot the general confu
sion, until hut a few yards separated them from
the intrenchments. The forces outside advanc
ed, and everything indicated that the moment
had arrived when the grand assault was to be
made. Certain destruction menaced the brave
garrison, and but a few brief moments were re
quired to consummate it. In this emergency
Ue brave commander ordered his men to lay
down their arms, and a messenger was dispatch
ed outside with a flag of truce. Gen. Ft ice, Gen.
Kains, and the rebel Governor, Jackson, came
inside of the intrenchments, and demanded an
unconditional surrender.
THE SURRENDER.

After the surrender, Gen. Price approached
Col. Mulligan and spoke as follows : “Colonel,
you have surrender, and ----- He was inter
rupted by Col. Mulligan, who said : “No. sir, it
is no surrender on my part; I will take fifty of
my men and fight a hundred of yours on an op
en field to decide this matter. I only cease
fighting because I have fired my last cartridge.”
Col. Mulligan, in his chagrin at be:ng com
pelled to surrender and having to give up his
sword, tried to break it but, being seen by
Gen. Price, was told he could retain it, as
well as his ether side arm?. All the other of
ficers were allowed the same privilege.

passing

(Bents.

[iS’pect'al to the Cincinnati Commercial.]

The Fight Near Cheat Mountain.
Cheat Mountain Summit, Oct. 3.
Tkia inomimr atone o' cLizJr-o.
-«£
adier-General J. J. Reynolds’ brigade, consist
ing of three Ohio regiments—24th, 25 th, 32d
— and portions of six Indiana regiments—7th
Indiana, 9th, 13th, 1 Itb, 15th and 17tb, togeth
er with detachments of Bracken's Indian**, Rob
inson’s Ohio and Greenfield’s Pennsylvania farairy, and detachments of Howe’s United States.
Loom’s Michigan, and Dauni’a Virginia artillery,
numbering in all five thousand men, left Cheat
Mountain Summit to make a reconnoisance in
force, in front of the enemy’s position on Green*
brier river, tw<lve miles distant.
Ford’s 32J Ohio was sent forward to hold an
important road, the possession of which prevent
ed the enemy from flanking our main column.
The expedition arrived in frout of the enemy’s
fortifications at eight o'clock, their pickets re
treating after firing an ineffectual volley. Kim
ball’s 14th Indiana was immediately sent forward
to secure a position for Loomis’ battery. Arameus’ 24th deployed as skirmishers on the south
slope of the mountain. Loomis’ battery getting
position, supported by the 17th Indiana, Lieu
tenant Colonel Wilder commanding, opened the
battle. The shot immediately responded to by
a volley from the enemy concealed in bushes,
who were soon routed by the 14th Indiana, with
a loss of seven killed and a large number wound
ed and taken prisoners. Howe's battery, sup
ported by the 13th Indiana, then moved forward,
taking a position three hunnred yards nearer
the enemy's fortifications, and opened a brisk
fire. Daum bringing forward two pieces, one
was stationed near Howe, and likewise opened
a brisk fire. The firing on both sides was al
most incessant for one hour, our artillery doing
execution, judging from the lamentable shrieks
of their wounded.
The enemy’s battery did comparatively little,
the guns being too much elevated. Our guns
effectually silenced three of theirs. While ob
servations, occupying three more hours, an ir
regular artillery fire was kept up, occupying the
enemy’s attention. During this interval, the 25th
Ohio and 15th Indiana rendered effectual service,
scouring the

mountains.

Before the close of the reconnoisance. which
was most satisfactory, the enemy received heavy
reinforcements from their camp near Monterey,
making their strength about fifteen thousand.'
Although this reconnoisance partakes more of
the character of a regular engagement, than any
previous battle in Western Virginia, our loss is
but ten killed and elevrn wounded. Ir is impos
sible to ascertain the enemy’s loss. It will not,
however, fall short cf five hundred killeJ aud
wounded, as our artillery did terrible execution.
Their camp was situated on the slope of the
mountain, supported by a number of guns.
We captured thirteen prisoners from Virginia
and Arkansas regiments; also a lot of cattle
and horses. Our troops, one and all, did nobly.
Tho recounoisauce proved entirely successful
affording information relative to the enemy's
strength, which could not be obtained from
scouts.
Gen. Anderson and Cols. Johnson, Jackson
and Tolive commanded the enemy.
_________ ____
C. D. M.

Brilliant Naval Exploit.
The privateer Judah was burned the night of
September 13th, by a force of some fifty marines
and officers under tho command of Lieut. Rus
sell, from the steam frigate Colorado, under the
rebel guns of the Peasacola Navy Yard. The
affair was a most gallant one, and the particu
lars in brief are as follows :
A large schooner had for several days been ob
served in the harbor, near the Navy Yard whose
motions led to the suspicion that she was fitted
out as a privateer, and intended to attempt to
run the blockade. Information obtained from a
deserter rendered these suspicions & certainty,
and it was also ascertained that Bhe was moored
under a new battery being erected on one of the

w harves, in which a Colmnbiad had already been
mounted. It being determined to “cut out” the
privateer and burn her, aud also to render use
less the guns of the battery, an expedition set
out on the night before mentioned, on board the
first launch, and the first second, and third cut
ters of the Colorado, to carry out the desperate
undertaking. The boats, with muffled oars, pro
ceeded up the harbor to a point a little above the
Navy Yard, when their course was changed, and
they made all headway direct for the schooner
and the buttery. The men in the launch and
second cutter were to board and burn tho sehoou*
er, and those in the first aud third cutters were
to laud, charge the battery and spike the Columbiad. These respective duties were accomplish
ed iu the most gallant manner. The “big gun
was disabled without tho loss of a man ; but the
party boarding the schooner lost three men kill
ed and a number wounded, ai.d a must gulling
fire being poured into each boat as it approached.
When the schooner had beeu so effectually set
ou fire that she could not be saved, tho boats
hauled off agaiu, and proceeded back to the Col
orado—not who had, by this time, assembled on
the wharf, a parting salute of caunister. The
number of rebels killed iu this encounter is
not known, but it must have been consider
able. A uegro, who deserted to one of our ves
sels, subsequently reported the number al thirV-

Indian Rebels—Ross Turned Traitor, but
his Wife is True.
The Rev. Mr. Robinson, Missionary teacher of
the Presbyterian Church (0. S.) araone the Cher
okees, has with his family been forced to leave
the Nation , and has arrived in St. Louis. He
says the Federal defeat at Wilson's Creek turned
the scale against us, bo that John Ross, the
Chief, was forced to succumb to the secession
pressure aud calling a council, he recommended
a severance cf the Nation from the Federal Al
liance, and a uuion with the Southern Confeder
acy. Accordingly, a treaty of alliance wilh the
South was formed ; the Confederacy guarantee
ing the payment of the annuieties now paid by
the Federal Government.
The wife of Chief Ross, however, held out to
the’ ast’aud refused to yield up her adherence to
the Union. After the proceedings of ihe Coun
cil, a Confederate rag .was prepared to be hoisted
over the Council House in Talequab, but Mrs.
Ross declared she would not allow it aud threat
ened that ifit were raised, she would make her
son, six years old, tear it down. Owing to her
spirited resistance, the flag was not raised.
The secession feeling became so furious that
Mr. Robinson was driven out on twelve hours no
tice and all the Missionaries. The Missouri
School was broken up on the 25th of July last,
by a company of “light horse.” The Creeks took
possessi* n of all the Missionary property, valued
at $4,000, and three families and four ladies
connected wi*,e the school were ordered out of
the couturv. All the Missionar es left ihe Na
tion, ex :ept Rev. Messrs Buckner and Vanuevre
of the B iptist Church Souih.
The Cieeks had raised and were drilling 1.000
men for service in the Confederate armv. and had
appropriated $10,000 foia their School Fund to
pav for their equipment.
McCulloch sent troops into Arkansas, station
ing them on the border of the Nation, for pur
poses of intimidation ; and to conciliate the In
dians, the rebels exhibited a rebel soldier who
had scalped a Federal soldier at tha battle of W ilson’s Creek.
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of silk worstead binding, one half au itich wide,
same as the edging oil the coat, points down, as
follows :
^,The Sergeant-Major is the First Sergeant in
the regiment, and acts as Orderly to the Colonel.
He wears three bars and an arc in silk. The
Quartermasters-Sergennt's business is tho man
agement of the details of that department. The
Orderly-Sergeant to a company, aud commands
in the absence of t o commissioned officers.—
The chevron is of three stirpes without connec
tion, aud a diamond or star above. The Second
Sergeant takes charge of half a company, called
a platoon, and has the same Chevron, as the
first, hut without a diamond. The Corporals are
in charge ofsectionary quarters cf a company,
and are distinguished by two bars in worstead.
Of the swords the cavalry saber is longest, aud
has a steel scabbard. The field officers come
next ; tho scabbard being of chocolate enamel
with gill trimmings. The line officers' plainer
and shorter, with a sheath of black leather. A
general officers weapon is straight wilh a gilt
scabbard ; regimental staff is straight and short.
Musician’s and non*comiaissioned officers’being
shorter still, and more for show than use.
Ta Indicate Service.—All non commissioned
officer?, musicians aud privates who have served
faithfully for the term of five years wear, as a
mark of distinction, upon both sleeves of the uni
form-coat, below the elbow, a diagonal half chev
ron ouo half an inch wide, extending from seam
to seam, the front and nearest the cuff, and one
half an meh above the point of the cuff, to be of
the same color as the edging on the coat. In
like manner an additional ha f chevron, above
and parallel to the first, for every subsequent
five years of faithful service; distance between
each chevron one'fourlh of an inch. Service in
war is indicated by a light of skyblue stripe on
each side of the chevron for artillery, and a red
stripe for all oiher corps, and the stripe to be
one-eight of an inch wide.
The color of the cloth used for the strap of the
general staff and staff corps is dark blue; of the
cavalry, yellow; dragoons, orange; artillery;
scarlet; riflemen, medium or erne.aid green; and
infantry, light or sky-blue.—Philadelphia Inqui
rer 14/A.

The President's Wife Talked to
Strong-Minfled Woman.

26.

, you which should cover you with the tnabtle of
i humiliation ? No ieseoa of sell sacrifice, of Re*
' publican simplicity, befitting the genius of out
Institutions, to be taught, when bankruptcy, po»
erty and distress stand appalling the homes at
thousands in our once prosperous land ?
There is suggested in thia connection, as emi
nently worthy of emulation, the instance of rep*
reseatative maternal sympathy, of that mother ia
Israel of old, to which I have above referred, who
iu the sorrow of her children, wept for, and with
them, and ufused comfurt for herself because
they were not comforted ; and has led to the con
viction, that when those whom Destiuy has placed
in positions ofemiuence, the better to show bright
examples of virtue aud heroism fail u?, we can
only fail back on that great reliable common
sense, so largely the endowment of the American
people, and believe that in the end, this element
will surely prevent women from sharing at this
time, in untimely and inconsiderate gayety.
I address you from no desire fur animadversion,
but from a deep regard for the position of our
leaders before the world, desiring that iu, and
through you womanhood may he justified in this
day of our nations calamity. Yours respectfully;
II. S. D.
I forward the above letter for publication, be*
cause it so eminently suggestive of the rights and
properties, to the entire sex in whose name it ia
written. The authoress meditated no URe of it;
other than that which is implied by its address.

Fuss Against Fremont—Charges Filed
Against Colonel Frank P. Blair.
The Fremont and Blair imbroglio-—letter?;
charges, specifications, etc.— are at length id
print. We condense their contents iu the follow
ing statement:
COLONEL BLAIR S COMPLAINTS.

On the 1st cf September Colonel Frank P
Blair wrote to his brother, Montgomerv Blair,
Postmaster-General, complaining that Fremont
. as at fault for not reinforcing Lyon; that at
Fiemont’s camp there was no discipline; that
proper steps to check the enemy had not been ta
ken, and urging that Fremont should be relieved
of his command and a man of ability put in his
place. Thia letter was submitted to the Cabinet,
by a and occasioned an earnest discussion as to Fie
mont’s continuance in the Western Department.

Corretpondtuce of the New York Exprett.
Washington, Sept. 8, 1861.

LETTER OF JESSIE TO THE PRESIDENT.

Colonel Blair’s father informed Mrs. Fremont
The copy of the lettter to Mrs, Lincoln, from that these charges had been made on behalf of
an emineut loyal Northern lady, to which I re her husband s e wrote to President Lincoln, to
be furnished with a copy of Frank Blair's char
ferred two days ago, and which I then promised ges.
the readers of the Express, I am able to send to
president’s REPLY.
day. It is as follows :
Who replied that no impression had beet!
New York, Aug. 20, I8C1.
made on his miud against the honor or integrity
To Mrs. Abram Lincoln :
of General Fremont, and protested against being
Madam—The chances of our Republican form understo id as acting in any hostility toward him,
of Government havj placed you in sruprorainent The Postmaster-General Blair had repaired to
St. Louis as a friend of Fremont but not to exam
a position at this period of our Natraual affairs, ine iuto that Department.
that I find no need for any apology in thus pub
FREMONT AND THE POSTMASTER GENERAL.
licly addressing you.
Fremont requests that the Postmaster General
Deriving through the Theory of our institu furnish hitn a copy of Col. Blair’s charges. It
tions the power to represent the motherhood of was sent with a request that Colonel Blair, then
our country, at least that portion not in revolt under arrest, should be released. The releaeti
was ordered but declined, and as a prisoner al
the responsibility of doing this wisely and well ihe Barracks the brother of a Cabinet office*
falls with great weight upou you. All woman awaits a trial.
hood looks with anxiety to you ; aud will rise to
TWO CHARGES AGAINST COLONEL BLAIR.
do you honor if the duties imposed by this posi
1. Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gen
tion are creditably aud conscientiously fulfilled, tleman. Specifications relate to Blair's frequent
or to upbraid enl bow itself with shame, before street talk, assailing General Fremont, the com*
manding General, Htid his secret, insi ious, un*
the pitiable spectacle of so high an opportunity sustained charges, forwarded to covertly reach
abused by a proportionate weakness aud ineffi the Cabinet and disturb the President's confi
ciency.
dence, thus not affording Fremont an opportuni*
Enlightened civilization no longer regards ty of defense.
2. Communicating, by a printed article, to the
Woman as the mere cynosure for pleasure-seek public false impressions, disparaging to his eupe*
ing eyes, fitted alone for vain, indolent and tri rior officer.
The specifications relate to a sentence in an
fling uses, but demands from her dignity of ac
published by Blair, reflecting thus on Geu»
Distinguishing Insignia of Rank m the tion, power of purpose, and a manner weighty article
eral Fremont t
*>
United States Army.
with the emotional life of the time in which she
*' I asBureyou [meaning the editors of said pa*
The highest rank in our army is that of Lieu moves.
per], whether you believe me or not, that I do
tenant General. Winfield Scott,General-in-Chief
Though in the National Councils woman's not even thriuk from the pompous threats which
is the only one who occupies this rank at present. voice is hushed, the policy of Governments, the appear in your columns, but whose unfamiliar
The principal distinguishing marks of uniform great surging tides of opposing principles of ac garb betrays another origin.”
are three silver embroidered stars on the shoul tion that sweep in currents, and counter currents
der strap or epaulette—a large one in the middle, across ths bosoms of nations, and all the diver A Handsome Compliment to General Me*
Clellan.
flanked by two smaller ones—a double row of sified and countless interests of individuals, are
A Washington correspondent of the Naw York
nine buttons on the eoat, disposed in threes, a open to the full exercise of her mind.
Tribune, who lately witnessed the grand review
buff sash, a sword, and a sword knot terminating
The thought'world that ever underlies the plan of the army of the Potomac in that city, thus
in acorns. A Major-General is the same but of material action, invites her fullest co opeta- compliments the gallant leader of our armies;
General McClellan, He sayp :
with only two stars on the shoulder. A Briga tion, and the prese.it national need especially
At the same review I had an opportunity of
dier-General has one star, and the buttons on asks tbo high stimulant of womanly perceptions contrasting McClellan with a score of Generals
his coat number but eight in each row, disposed and her most earnest and intelligent sympathy. and Princes. These were McDowell, Por’et;
in twos. The Colonel is the highest rank in a
If to such realization of tho moment you Cud Keyes, Blenkee, Smith and Marcy, all manly,
regiment, and wears a silver embroidered spread yourself incompetent, if by birth and education, gallant faces and figures of true military hear
ing ; Colonels De Trobriand and Salm Salm,
eagle, having iu the right talon an olive branch, in the earnest canvassing of grave subjects be with their dashing chivalresque air; the Prince
and in the left a bundle of arows, on his strap, fore which the greatest minds among us stand de Joinville, twisted and stooping on his horse;
the buttons on his coat in double lines number tremulous with awe—you realize incompetency the Orleans Princes, with their mild, amiable
ing eight, at equal distances. A Lieutenant-Col tor even a God-sent listener ; yet as well trained faces, and aspect of languid interest—in all, a
most retra-kable group of figures. A horse’s
onel is second in command of a regiment, and is children are taught the decencies of behavior be length in advance sat the smallest man of the
known by a silver embroidered leaf at each end fore their perception of fitness can equal its ne party, broad shouldered, strong chested, strongof the strap ; otherwise his uniform is the same cessity, so we are tempted to ask from you necked and strong jawed, one hand upon his hip,
as a Colonel's. The major's is also the same the abandonment for the time of frivolous, the child while the other, by an occasional rapid motion,
flung some communication to the passing squad
leaf being of gold. Ilis duty is to act as aid-de- ish chatter that falls upon earnest people so dis rons of cavalry, The visor of his cap was well
camp to the Colonel, and in the event of his two cordant with the great occasion. Shall the inan pulled over his eyes, yet uot a mau in the lines
superior officers being disabled or absent, he ities of a Ball Room and Theatre be now the or escapes his observation. Hi? glance seemed to
takes command of a regiment; these three con der of your life, when there is scarcely a family take in at once the whole spectacle, yet without
losing any of its smallest details. “He is'a
stitute the field officers of a regiment, and ate 'n our midst but immediately or remotely is suf commander,” a <id my xlustrian friend. Some
mounted. The Adjutant, whose position is the fering the cruel pangs of mortal bereavement? thing in his figure, bis attitude aud the square,
same to the regiment as that of orderly sergent When anxiety tor the loved imperilled by war is tenacious set of his jaw, reminded me strikingly
to a company, generally ranks as lieutenant.— dimming the eyes of the worthiest of our land, of Field Marshal Radesky. I scanned the lit es
of his race iu vain for some mark of weakness,
Captains are commandants of companies, and shall you be cheating time and thought by the indecision or'timidity. All was cool, firm, and
are distinguished by two bars of gold on the laugh of the festal group, amid the buzzing, prompt, determined and self-reliant. If he doee
shoulder strap, and eight buttons nt a regular soundless insect of life of those who find ia these not justify the hopes and expectations of the DRtion, physiognomy is of no value.
distance in a single row on the coat ; the first things 6cope for their hollowances ?
Lieutenant the same, but with one bar on the
We can look back with pride to the earliest
A gentleman from Cheat Mountain tells the
strap, the Second Lieutenant having a plain daysofour Republic, when the simplicity and
following:
A squad of Indiana volunteers, out
strap without narks. These last are called line quiet dignity of a Mary Washington graced the
scouting, came across an old woman in a log
Presidential
mansiou,
added
lustre
to
thj
official
officers ; all regimental officers wear a red sash.
life of George Washington. We know how freely cabin, in the mountains. After the usual saluta*
The Surgeon has the letters M. S.—Medics] the superfluities of dress, equipage, table parade
ions, or.e of them asked her—“Well old lady,
Staff—embroidered on his strap : also wears a were relinquished to the needy and suffering sol
ire you a secesh?” “No” was her answer. “Are
green 6ash. The Quartermaster also takes a dier. Would she so have sought self aggran
vou Union?” “No.” “Wbat are you then?”
Lieutenant’s rank, and has the letters Q. D.— dizement and the eclat of fashionable watering
places ?
“A baptist and al's have been!'' Tho Hoosier
Quartermaster’s Department embroidered on his
I wish to paint your attention to the thonsand let down.
trap; the Paymaster.the same, with the letters shadowed homes made desolate by civil war;
P. D.—Paymasters Department—and Commis homes that a short time ago were the abode ot
A little three‘year old boy, already Get apart
sary, with the letters C. D.~ Commissary De joy and gaiety, happy in the light of loved coun ’or a lawyer’s calling being taken in hand with a
tenances. Now womeu's hearts are throbbing
partment.
there with the anguish of bereavement. Thedra «witch, after having been forbidden to pick an*
These constitute (with the Chaplain,who wears pery of mourning is over all the land. Some ither pear from a favorite dwarf tree, indignant*
no marks, only plain clothes of uniform cut), the like Rachel, mourning for her children, refuse t< y exelaimed,—Mamma, I did not pick off the
regimental staff, and are all allowed to have hor be comforted becanse they are not; some, fo: iear ; you come and see if I did.” Sure enough,
loss of husbands, whose years of intermingled
ses.
life it seemed death to part. A fearful sacrific* is didn’t. He simply stood there aud ate it, and
Tho noncommissioned officers are hospital to the nation’s call 1 Have such as they uo righ
he core was still dancing from the stem.
stewards, whose bufiness is to attend to tha hos to ask from you humaQ sympathy? How tbinlpital stores, and ail the details of the hospital de you the record of your daily life falls upon their
A woman brought a suit against her husband
partment, under the orders of the surgeon. His desolation? Can the sound of the viol or th* ast week, in a Boston court, for opening andar*
whirl of the waltz so bewilder heart and min*
insignia is a green band on the upper arm, with that the ear shall be deaf to the bitter cry of hu twering letters she had addressed to another nun*
a serpent entwined around a wiuged staff, and man distress? The wail now rushing over on
pbe husband was suspicious, and to satisfy himland Falls so unheeded that even the decenciesof s If carried on a lively correspondence with his
embroidered on it.
the grave are forgotten by 'he Mather of ihe Peo
Chevrons.—The rank of noncommissioned of pie ! Is there not a dignified sadness due frou vife in the manner indicated, signing the name
ffeers in is marked chevrons on both sleeves of you to the widowed and orphaned populatio:
f the person for whom the lady's Utters were in
the uniform coat and overcoat, above the elbow, around you ? Are there co duties pressing upoi., tended.

interesting $arictn.

g’aagaahb.x^ft

mawdu gamier
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What Ohio Has Dene for the War.

Laying the Foundations for More Seces

—WANTED—

Decisive Battles of the World.

Col. Blair's Charges against Gen. Fre

montThe decisive battles of the world, those of
RIankets, &c., for the Army.
The
Cincinnati
Enquirer
gives in fall tbe char
which, to use Hallam’s words, a contrary result
The Governor of Ohio, in his proclamation of would have e8sent;BiIv viivjed ibe the drama of ges and specifications made by Col. Bifttr agaiusV
"EDITED BY L. HARPER.
the 11th instant, announces the inability of the ,he woHd in B„
8ub8cquet.t scenes, are num- Gen. Fremont.
CHARGE 1st. Neglect of duty and unoffiGeneral Government to procure blankets, Ac. bered a8 fifleen by professor Cresay, who fills
■ SIS A Pit BEHAN WHOM THE TEETH MAKESv’RKS.
cerltke conduct.
for the Army, as fast as they are required. He ' tbe chair of Ancient and Modern History in the
Specifications : 1st. that Fremont failed to
MOUNT VFRNON, OHIO;
therefore calls upon the people of the State to ’ University of Loudon. They are the grand sub. enter promptly on bis duties after his appoint
contribute, and authorizes the County Military ' ject of lwo volumes by him lately from Bentley’s ment to the command of the Western Depart
TUESDAY MORNING.............. OCTOBER 15 1S61
ment.
Committees to receive and forward all donations press, and are :
2d, That he failed to promptly acquaint himKnox County*-Official
County—Official Footings.
of woolen shirts, drawers, seeks, gloves, and
1. The Battle of Marathon, fought 490 B. C.» sel, with the wants of his Department.
blankets.
3d, '1 bat he failed to retulorce Gen. Lyon, at
in which the Greeks, under Themistocles, defeat'
Tho following tabla
The
table will exhibit the official foot
Autumn is upon us, and the cold freezing win ed the Persians, under Darius, thereby turning Springfield.
ings of tho result in Knox county. The
Tho storm was
ter is rapidly approaching. Our brave Ohio
4th, That he failed to reinforce Major BeckTl
rtC Ti nIF so had
ho <1 ad
V. /■»»» the —
T1.1 xtornado
J — —of/
fcotbalF
as «r»
in 11854, when
wild
boys, who have volui teered their services to back the tide of Asiatic invasion which else en, at L°xtngton, before the battle.
Know Nothingism swept over the land. Thank God
would
have
swept
over
Europe.
suppress the rebellion, to defend the soil of Ohio
5th, That he failed to reinforce Col. Mulli
there are still noarly twenty-one hundred Union-lov
from the invader, must be comforably clothed
2. The Battle of Syracuse, 416 B. C., in which gan, at Lexington.
ing, Constitutional Domocrat3 iu Old Knox, who
6th, That he did not prevent Martin Green at.d
and protected from the inclemency cf the weath-1 lbe Athenian power was broken, and the west of
hare not bowed the knee to the Baal of Abolition
er. We would therefore most earnestly solicit ‘ Europe saved from Greek dominion.
other rebel guerrilla chiefs from ravaging Nurthism. This will be a glorious foundation to build a
the generous and patriotic citizens of Knox Co.
easturn Missouri,'in August and Scptetiiher.
3. The Battle of Arabella. 331 B. C., in which
7th, That he permitted Brigadier General
to donate her proportion to supply the deficiency,
pure and incorruptible party upon in the future.
in furnishing our volunteers with these articles, Alexandria, by a defeat of Darius, established Hurlburt to retain command in Northern Mis
FOR GOVERNOR,
absolutely necessary for their health, comfort his power in Asia, and by tbe introduction of souri, knowing said Brigadier to be a common
Tod.......... .. ................................................ 2831
and efficiency—of blankets and other articles European civilization produced an effect which drunkard.
Jewett,.................................
2061
above named, not less than 250 in number of
8th, Neglecting ana refusing about the 1st of
September, to receive and hear Richard Vaugn,
each kind. The articles are wanted immediately, may yet be traced there.
Tod’s msjoritv............................................... 771
and will be accepted by a member of the Milita
4. The Battle of Metaurus, fought 208 B. C., who came as messeng r trom Lexington to ask
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
ry Committee at the Court House.
the Romans, under Consul Nero, defeating the succor and reinforcements.
9th, Appointing Doct. E. H. Castle as Master
The name and place of residence of each donor Carthagenians, under Hasdrubal, and by which
Stanton,.................................................................2830
of transporting, he being to Fremont’s knowledge
is required by the Governor, that the same may
Marshall,.................................................... 2072
the
supremacy
of
the
great
republio
was
estab

vice................................................................ 31,058 men.
a disreputable man.
be preserved ameng the archives of the State.
To which might be added to Kentucky reg
Stanton’s majority..................................... 758
10th, Establishing about his Head Quarters in
course pursued by the Tribune of heaping abuse
The committee suggest, as the most efficient lished.
THE JUBGSHIP.
iments, so called....,.....................................1,900 “
mode of collecting the donations, that some pub
SECRETARY OF STATE,
The Victory of Armenius, A. D. 8, over St. Louis a batricade. whereby information ne
upon them will not remedy the matter. It is
spirited citizen of the different Townships the Roman legions, under V<-rus, which secured cessary to public service was shut out.
From the returns received there is no doubt of
Cowan,,,............................................................... 2337
Total......................................................... 32.958 “
dangerous proceeding, and if persisted in will fi lic
lltb. Not taking proper measures to put down
take their wagons and call upon their neighbors
Armstrong,.................
2072
ihe election of Mr. Jones, the Fusion candidate
There are now in the camp full, or nearly fall nally establish a sectionalism in the Northwest as and bring such donations as they may be willing Gaul from the Rot an domination.
the rebellion in Missouri.
for
Judge,
in
this
district,
composed
of
the
coun

and rapidly fiili g, fifteen regiments of infantry, against the Northeast, which will be as bitter to make to the good cause. In a week the
12tb, That when Capt. Willard escaped from
6. The Battle of Cbaloda, A. D 451, in which
Cowan’s majority................................. 765
ties of Delaware, Licking, and Knox. His ma one regiment of artillery, and five regiments.
and hostile as the sectionalism which drove the whole work ought to be done. Are there not Actius defeated Attilla the Hun, the self-styled his steamer Sunshine, which had been intercept,
TREASURER OF STATE,
jority will he about 700 over our townsman. C
The number of soldiers that can be immedi- • Southern States from the Union, and may bring energetic and patriotic men enough who will de “Scourge of God,” aud saved Europe from entire ed and captured by rebels, aud Drought with him
Dorsey,.................................................................. 2840
vote the necessary time and see that the work
to St. Louis certain despetebes sent by C<»1 Mul
H.
Scribner,
Esq.
Under
ordinary
circumstan

atelv
called from camp into service, may be sta about a like action between tho States of the is promptly done. Let the response be worthy of devastation.
Holmes,................................................................. 2057
ligan at Lexington to Col. Davis at Jefferson
ted
as
follows
:
ces Mr. Scribner could have been easily elected.
Northwest and Northeast. We are aware that the generous and Union loving people of Knox
7. The Battle of Tours, A. D 735, in which City,and sent word to Fremont that he had so
Dorsey’s mnjcrity,.................................... 780
Infantry....................................................
9,926
J. W. VANCE.
His superior qualifications for the office were ad
Charles Martel, by the defeat of the Saracens, escaped and had important information to com
some .vise heads will ridicule the idea of such a
Cavalry.............................................................. 3,734
COMPTROLLER,
C. C. SCRIBNER,
municate, he, Fremont, refused to hear him,
raitted by all : but the leaders of this Nc-party
Artitiery................................................................ 636
result, but they will remember that the causes
averted the Mahommenan yoke from Europe.
A. GREENLEE,
and told him if he, Willard, was an officer of the
Riley,....................... .. ......................................... 2832
party, after volunteering their ii fluence and sup
8 Tbe Battle of Hastings, A. D. 1006, in army he could take the train for Jefferson City,
which have resulie 1 iu the secession of the South
ALEX. CASML,
Griswold,.............................................................. 2073
Total........................................................... 14,297
which William of Normandy was victorious over and if not an officer he could leave the dispatch
port to Mr. S., turned right round and did every
J. S DAVIS,
The whole number of infantry now in camp, ern States were, in their incipiency as seemingly
Riley’s majority,........................................ 759
thing in their power to defeat him. Such Punic
Oct. 14.
Knox County Military Committee. the Anglo Saxon Harold, and the result of which es there and call and see him the next day ; that
trivial as this to which we have referred.
was the formation of the Anglo Norman nation, by thus neglecting to see Willard and attending
faith could only be expected from eapp-headed however, is 13,926. and the number of authorized
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,
—Dayton Empire.
which is now dominant in the world.
to the despatches Mulligan’s force was captured
infantry
regiments,
October
5th,
was
seventy
Vindictiveness
Against
Democrats.
Torrence,....................................................2832
politicians, whose souls are buried up in party !
9. Tbe Battle of Orleans, A. D. 1429. in at Lexington.
seven.
Under
this
head
tbe
Albany
(N.
Y.)
Argus
Fitch........................................................ 2071
which the English were defeated, nnd the inde
Ob, shame where is thy blush ?
More Republican “Treason.’’
CHARGE 2d, Diss bedience of Orders.
Between April 15th ind October 1st, Ohio is
POSTSCRIPT—OFFICIAL VOTE.
The following item from the Cincinnati Com and Atlas has an excellent article in which it pendent existence of France secured.
Specification 1st, That Fremont when or
Terrence’s majority,..............
761
10.
The
defeat
of
the
Spanish
Armada.
A.D.
says
sued
45,996
muskets
and
7,541
Enfield
rifles
dered July 3d. by the Secretary of War to pioJones. Scribner.
mercial. the leading Republican paper in Ohio,
1588,
which
crushed
the
hopes
cf
papacy
in
En

SUPREME JUDGE,
“ \t no time since the foundation of the Gov
(purchased out of S ate appropation). In the shows that that paper is still publishing “treason,
ceed to Missouri, w.*nt from Washington to New
2430
Knox,..................................2405
gland.
................................................................ 2823
York, and remained there until July 23d.
1384
Delaware,........ ,................. 2704
eminent has party virulence so raged against
same time she issued 471 823 rations, and ex able” matter :
11.
The
Battle
of
Blenheim,
A.
D.
1704,
nt
mith..................................................................... 2073
2d, This specification recites Fremont's Proc
3611
Licking,.............. . .......... I..299S
Democrats
as
now.
During
tbe
alien-and-sedi
pended $263,303, 35 for subsistence of troops.
which
Marlborough,
by
defeat
of
Tallard,
broke
lamation declaring freedom to slaves of rebels
There are still complaints of a want of trans
Scott’s majority,..................
tion-law
reign
of
John
Adarns,
there
was
no
such
the
power
and
crushed
the
ambitious
scheme
of
who are active in the rebellion, and refers to tbe
portation in Western Virginia. “Want of trans
7425
8107
MILITARY ITEMS.
Presidents order to Fremont, to modify said proc
portation” within a few miles ofa great railroad ! vindicativeness displayed. When democrats were Louis XIV.
FOR SENATOR,
7425
12. 'The defeat of Charles XII, by Peter the lamation, but ibat Fremont neglected and re
“Want of transportation 1” and fields fall of mules punished for opinion’s sake, it was by law, and
.2319
Miles,............................... ...........
Great at Pultowa, A. D. 1700. which secured the fused to do so.
— A regiment is in process of formation at and horses, purchased by Government, eating
,2073
Armor,....................................... .
Jonea* tnsj...................... 682
the cases of conviction were few. Now the ven stability of the Muscovite Empire.
3d. That after said order of modification from
Newark, to be placed uuder the command of Col. their heads off at various points, and endless
geance of party is administered by mob, and
13. The Cattle of Saratoga, A. D. 1777, in the President, Gen. Fremont caused his procla*
Miles’ majority,................................
746
BOGUS NEWS.
Charles R. Wood.?, now a Captain in the United strings of Government wagons. A few weeks
ago, the wonder was what upon earth was to be it purposes to make all its enemies its vic which Gen. Gates defeated Burgoyne. and mation in its original form to be printed aud cir
FOU REPRESENTATIVE,
States Army.
which decided the contest in favor of the Amer culated.
done with all the horses, mules and wagons in tims.
Whitney,............
2842
The country is getting sik of bogus telegraphic
ican revolutionists, by making France their ally,
— The 19th, Col. Beatty, at Alliance, is repor Western Virginia. Depend upon it, there will
CHARGE 3d, Conduct unbecoming an offi
Paul,...................................................................... 2034
despatches. We endeavor to keep them out of
This virulence and violence is manifested and other European powers friendly to them.
cer and a gentleman.
ted as only lacking 100 men, and the 16th, Col In plenty of “transportation” iu t e bill of costs
our columns altogether, but like other publish
14. The Battle of Valmy,-A. D. 1792, in
Specikication 1st, In declaring that he had
Whitney'smajority,................................... 803
De Coureey, at Wooster, is also reported as near- CO8t9 w ich?he Pp0Ple wiU have to foot' Therp mostly in the republican press. Wholesale abuse which
tbe Continental allies, under the Duke of suspended E. II. Castle from office, when in fact
ers we are sometimes imposed upon. Henry A.
is a want of brains, business management and coarse epithets, charges of treason and disloyalty
JUDGE OF THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS,
ly fall.
honesty, far more conspictous than want of trans insolent threats of punishments, are daily utter Brunswick, were defeated by tbd French, under he was not suspended.
Wise has been killed half a dozen times; Gen.
Scribner,.............................................................. 2430
Dumouriiz; without which tbe French revolu
2d, In letting a contract for 5 000 mules to
— Wm. B. Astor, of New York, is recruiting portation.— Cin. Com. 9 th
ed against democrats, and with rising vehemence tion would 1 ave been stayed.
Beauregard
was
killed
at
the
battle
of
Bull
RunJones................................................................... 2405
Leonidas Haskell, who was a member of his staff
a regiment at his own expence for tbe war. Few
15. The Battle of Waterloo, A. D. 1815, in to the scandal of the service.
of tone and recklessness of demeanor. It is ev
and several times since ; Jeff. Davis died, and
The Probabilities of an Engagement.
Scribner’s majority,............................ 25
men are better able to bear such expence
3J, In countenancing officers and privates to-'
ident that the administration party intend to which the Duke of Wellington utterly defeated
all
the
confederate
flags
were
in
mourning
for
The military situation ofaffair about Washing
FOR TREASURER,
— The Military Department of New England,
browbeat their enemies, and put a stop to the Napoleon, and saved Europe from his grasping write letters for newspapers praising himself and
his
loss;
Price
and
McCulloch
were
killed
in
ev
Greer,................................................................... 2812
denouncing all who differed with him.
comprising all the New England States, has been ton have not undergone any charge of important discussion of measutes and principles by vio ambition.
cry battle in Missouri, and on one accasion, the
McClain,................................................. ..2079
4th, In permitting and countenaucjr g officers
created, Maj. Gen. Butler being put in command since the retirement of the rebels. Reports from lence. Indeed they do not h< sitate to own
[From the Philadelphia Prett, Stpt. 26.]
body of the latter was placed in a lead coffin, im
and pr vales in holding meetings and passing
our
pickets
are
that
tho
enemy
are
gradually
re

— Seven hundred and forty French rifles ar
Greer’s majority,..................................
733
resolutions laudatory of himself, and publishing
it.
Mount Vernon to be Confiscated.
mersed tn whiskey I But it seems the whiskey
rived in Columbus on Tuesday, obtained by Col. tiring towards Manassas Junction. In faot they
COMMISSIONER,
“At the same time the most ultra views of con.
An effort is being made by parties in this and such resolutions.
was
inside
and
not
outside
of
Ben
1
Of
a
like
seem
to
have
no
desire
to
try
their
strength
with
Bradfield,........................................... .............2814
CHARGE 4th, Gross extravagance, waste,Wolcott from a shipment of the Government at
solidation, the most latitudinarian constructions other cities to induce the Government to confischaracter was the report that Mr. Breckenridge
mismanagement aud misapplication of the pub
Bryant,................................................................. 2069
the army under McClellan. “ Oacasional” in
New York.
of constitutional duty, and the most lax views of the Mount Vernon estate, with the hope of reali lic
money.'
had been shot, and died in a cornfield, in Ken
— We understand, says the Columbus Journ letter to the Press, states that the theory in Wash Governmental obligation, are put forth by the an
Bradfield’s majority................................. 745
Specification 1st : In surrounding himself
zing moneys of which they were defrauded by
tucky. Such false reports serve no good end.—
ington
in
regard
to
rebel
movements
is
that
the
al
that
it
has
been
decided
by
the
military
author

ti democratic press. Uttering revolutionary doc the bad management of the Association. The with men of disruptable character, his former de
SURVEYOR,
Shame on the men who fabricate them.
is by no means so anxious for a battle in
pendants and hangers on from the Sta e of CaliLewis,...........................
w....2“53
ities of the State, to attach a battery of Artillery enemy
Virgiuia as he has professed to be; that he is trines, br 'aching opinions at war with all res business matters of the fan 1 were very loosely ; fori,jB, wilh whom he was connected in business,
Cotton, . ..................................................... 2117
BLAIR VS. FREMONT- -EREMONT VS. to each of our brigades. This will add some 72 looking now to Missouri add Kentucky, and may ponsible governments, nnd appealing to 1 wless conducted. A man uamed G. T. Devereux and with whose character and reputation for
guns to our present number, and will place about suddenly turn his back upon McClellan and passions against the law, the administration press
BLAIR.
Lewis’ majority,..............
639
swindled the fa'.d to a considerable extent, after' fraudulent deali'-gs he was well anquainted, and
100, perhaps 125, rifled cannon in the Geld from throw into these two States the troops he has seems to regard all license of language tolerable, wards absconding. Devereux was employed by bestowing upon them large contracts and jobs
INFIRMARY DIRECTOR,
been feeding with promise of an attack upon
We
publish
elsewhere
an
abstract
of
the
char

Ohio.
Allen,.....................................................................2818
Washington. The fact is, lie must tight some except such as is heard in defense of the Const'- Miss Pamelia Cunningham, the Regent, to en for supplies for the army and for making fortifi
ges preferred by Frank Clair against Gcu. Fre
cations and for other expensive and unnecessary
Inscho,........................................................
2063
where—either in Virginia, or along the farthest- tutioD.”
grave the “ Record," and certain other publica works, without advertisement, bidding or com
mont, and in another part of the paper the char
NOTHING TO DISCOURAGE.
banks of the Ohio—or starve. It is contended,
These
expressions
indicate
a
long
hoarded
ha

Allen’s majority,................................. 753
tions auxiliary to the uses of ibe Society. Being pel ion.
ges preferred by Fremont against Blair. These
on the one hand, that if Virginia is abandoned
CHz\RGE 5 — Despotic and Tyranical Con
The Dayton Emp're in sppaking of the result to the Federal troops they will find nothing but tred of democracy—a hatred that not only in an accomplished penman, he forged Miss Cun
Total vote of County,..................................4919
charges are certainly pretty serious or both sides,
cludes all the members of the party, but its prin ningham's signature so skilfully, that G. B. Riggs duct.
of
the
Election
on
Tuesday
last,
truly
says
that
desolated
fields
and
deserted
homesteads
;
but
and if they can bo sustained by satisfactory
Specification 1st. In issuing an illegal order
those who argue in this wise should recollect that ciples; and the explosion of their long pent
THE ELECTION.
proofs, will doubtless cause the remoral of both there was nothiug in it to discourage any tru if Eastern Virginia is occupied by the Federal up antipathy is proportioned to the length of the Washington banker and Treasurer of the So forbidding officers of the army from correspond
Democrat. Those who voted with us yesterday
ciety, was repeatedly imposed upon. The So ing with officials of the State and other govern
Tho returns of tho election on Tuesday last come gentlemen from the public service. Blair’s are the “ simon pures,” Let the friends of Dem army there is a practical end to rebellion in this time in which it has been held in restraint.”
ciety is thought to have lost $12,000 in this way. ments, to the end that his errors might not be
quarter,
and
that
toe
Old
Dominion
will
be
a
charges
are
numerous
and
pointed,
and,
if
sus
in slowly ; but enough has been received to satisfy
A number of brokers on Third street, likewise exposed, and his conduct controlled by his supeocracy
everywhere
take
fresh
courage
and
labor
thoroughly
held
in
the
iron
vice
of
the
Govern
[From irZiTeg' Spirit.
ns that tho Fusion or bogus Union party has carried tained, will place Mr. Fremont in a very unenvi
deceived, honored the forged checks, and one riors.
ment as Maryland is.
for
the
dissemination
of
those
priciples
which
In ordering the “ Evening News’’ of St. Louis*
was swindled to the amount of $4,000. These
the State by a large majority. Every person expec able position. But, if it should appear that
The Death of the War Horse.
Very fine things have been said and painted latter parties, with a view.of securing nidemnity to be suppressed, and its editor imprisoned for a
ted this result—therefore none will be disappointed- Blair’s course towards Fremont is the offspring alone can save the country. We have before
Escaps of Colonel De Villiers from Rich about the death of the stag, the death of the propose that the Government shall confiscate fair and just criticism upon his conduct, although
But, while the Republican Abolition party has dis of malice aud disappointment, as is alleged by met with worse defeats, and when we less expect
mond.
boar, and kindred subjects; but much more ter Mount Vernon, inasmuch as the titles to the he well knew that said newspaper had always giv
ed
it.
We
can
find
much
consolation
for
ourdebanded and “'gone to sma h,” the good old Unionthe latter, then due allowance must he made for
Much joy was expressed yesterday at the tele rible and impressive is the death of the war same are held by secessionists, and Miss Cun> en a fair and loyal support to the Government of
loving, Constitutional Democracy, is still alive, ful
the bitterness of Blair. It, is certainly a “pretty feat in the consciousness that we have labored for graphic account of the escape of Colonel De Vil horse. The war steed is noble as he “paweth ningham, also a secessionist, adheres to the for the United States, and its only crime was in ma
ly organized for tho future, and what is better, is
the right, and for what we honestly believe to be liers from Richmond. Colonel De Villiers, it in the valley and rejoiceth in his strength. He tunes of South Carolina. To the latter lady’s king public his errors of judgment and incompe
purged of nil the-corrupt, time-serving, office-hun nice qttarrel as it stands.”
for tbe best interests of the country, and in the will be recollected, was with Colonels Neff and is fearful in the pride of his onset, snorting and carelessness the losses are due. Devereux un tency to command io this department.
ting politicians, who aro destitute of both moral and
fall assurance that time, the great, arbiter, will Woodruff at th.i time they fell into an ambus trampling like the White Horse of Hengist in derstood her habits of business, ai d made them,
TAKING OF NEW ORLEANS.
cade and were taken by Wise’s army, in the Ka
politioal honosty—the mere soldiers of fortune, who
subservient to his schemes, lie was, however,
The Cabinet and Gen Fremont.
vindicate us before the Nation. Let us all take nawha country. He was conveyed to Richmond the front of battle, and rushing with his rider even when detecte I, st ffered to go anpunished.
attach themselves to any organization that promises
The Washington correspondent of tbe New
During the past week various rumors have courage and remember that after the b-ttle of and eonfiued, with the other prisoners, in the through the fiery turmoil of the thundering • hereas, prompt appeal to the autnorities would
them plaee and power.
York Tribune telegraphs that paper that the At
been published in tho papers in regard to the oc rhermopv'm, in which the three hundred Spar old tobacco factory, but managed to break out fight I
have secured hint, and saved the money.
Below are tho only returns wo have received :
torney-General of the United States, who is a
“Neigh in thy pride, my coarser hr ave,
with
eleven
others,
all
of
whom
were
retaken
ex
Mount
Vernon
is
now
virtwilly
the
property
ot
cupation
of
New
Orleans
hv
the
Federal
troops
;
Trample
beneath
thine
hoof
tyrant
and
slave!
’
’
Richland county—Jewett 2974, Tod 2713. Ken
Cabinet officer, “is unreserved in his expression
tans under Leonidas perished, it seemed that the
cept him. After enduring almost incredible
the rebels. If confiscated and sold, it could not of opinion concerning General Fremont and
But he is most terrible in his grandeur, as be fall
ney (dem.) leads Carey for tho Senate 118 vetes.— hut as yet we have seen no reliable information last hope of ancient Hellas was gone. Yet the
hardships, the gallant Colonel made his way to “8ailh
to
worse
hands
than
at
present,
and
it
is
im

among tbe trumpets, Ha! ha!” his fury probable that Mrs Cunningham, with her treas' does not hesitate to pronounce his retention a.
The Democrats elect the Representative, Prosecutor. on thesubjrct. There has been no official news disaster was retrieved, and Greece saved at Sa- Fortress Monroe, and from thence to Washing
Commissioner and Infirmary Director; while tho Fu- from the great Southern fleet, at least none that lamis ; and above all tbe homes of those who fell ton. We are only sorry that his companions in roused by a mortal stroke! When that young onahle proclivities, will relinqttise any part ot public crime.”
Also, that the “President has decided that,
gallant soldier, Colonel William H. Lytle,
lionifts elect tho Treasurer, Sheriff and Clerk.
has been made public ; aud we presume the first at the fatal pass where the Asiatic met Greek captivity, Neff and Woodruff, could not ave and
reafter, all contracts and appointments for (he
left Cincinnati, at the head of the Tenth Ohio the funds voluntarily contributed by the women
Franklin has done gloriously. Tho entire Demo reliable news from that expedition, will come
been equally fortunate in making their escape. Regiment, certain of bis friends, readers of Wil of the North.
Western Department shall be made iu Washing’
was raised a monument with the inscription: “We To prevent it the rebel Government has sent
Devereux
is
said
to
have
gone
to
Europe,
but
cratic ticket has been eleeted by majorities ranging
through a return boat.
lie here in obedience to our country.” Let tbe them, with most of the other officers, to Castle kes’ Spirit of the Times, presented him with a many believe that he is hidden awav in Philadel ton, in the regular way and through the ordinary
from 733 to 1660. Our old friend Mat. Martin ha3
A Tribune dispatch says there is reason to be national men of the nation place the inscription Pinckney, at Chaileston South Carolina.— Cin splendid black charger. That he was as fine a phia. His swindling operations netted him more channels.” Heretofore, General Fremont male
been chosen Auditor by 943 majority. Judge War lieve in the report from New Orleans via Rich
horse for martial purposes as ever reveled in the- than $100,000, and his known parsimony will the cyntracts rnd appointments himself. They
are now taken out of his hands, which is saying
den, weathercock, has been beaten for tho Senate- mond, announcing the presence of National ves over tbe defeated friends of nationality in Ohio; cinnati Enquirer 8th.
pastnres of Ohio or old Kentucky, we were as probably direct him in investing.
that he has not managed well so far.
Ho’s a “ worry misfortunate hindividooal.”
sels at the head pass of the Mississippi. They give us what credit they may for the fight we Union Sentiment in North Carolina and sured at the time, and we believed it; for we
He
forged
to
the
extent
of
$30,000
upon
the
Also, ihtt "Brigadier-General W- K. Strong
knew the man who bad selected him — a dealer la*e Mrs. Gaunter, whose losses are supposed to
The Democracy of little Holmes have covered are doubtfas3 acting under instructions given have mada against sectionalism, deception, fraud
Tennessee.
li also be authorized to make such changes
fit to have bought and sold Bucephalus himself. have induced her death.
4heme«lve« with glory ! Thoy givo the Democratic loDg since, and engaged in protecting the men and money, and be sure that a Salamis shallfob
The New York Tunes, in a late issue, makes This horse Colonel Lytle rode in tbe late battle
in Missouri, as Chief of the Staff as he shall
building batteries on each side of the Mississippi
Union ticket a majority of 971 ! ITuzzal
an interesting statement based upon in ormation on the Gauley river, in Western Virginia, where
low a Thermobylcc.
deem best,” which is simply saying that some
Ashland county elects tho whole Democratic River above tbe point where the five mouths di
said to be derived from gentleman who had re Floyd defended his entrenchments until dark, and Humphrey Marshall's Camp Dispersed. of General Fremont's appointments are objec
verge,
for
the
Mississippi
will
be
effectually
closed
Union ticket by 150 majority. This secures our SenBy a gentleman who left Carrolton yesterday tionable, and General Strong will dismiss all
cently come from North Carolina and Tennessee then fled with precipitation under cover of the
A New Trouble for Fremont.
by these batteries. Twenty vessels could not
in regard to the Union sentiment in those States. night. Then and there the noble black charger we learn of the complete dispersion of Humphrey such.
>tor, Capt. Kinnoy.
Mr.
Gurley,
M.
C.,
who
has
been
raising
sever

close
it
so
well.
Marshall’s camp, in Owen county, Ky., without
According to (his information, when the News of
Tn Muskingum the ontiro Fusion ticket elected by
Also, that a fall consnltation on the whole sub.
al regiments in Ohio and Missouri by the author the capture of tlatterrs Inlet was received at died in “harness,” while his noble rider fell be the firing of a gun. The number of Marshall's ject of General Fremont’s conduct in Missouri,
majorities from 250 to 360. Reamy and Glessner
fore
the
enemy
’
s
embrazures,
stricken
wi
h
a
se
THE SENATOR,
ity of Gen. Fremont, was embarrassed to find, on Raleigh, the Legislature being in session, sever vere, but happily not mortal wound. With ring' followers was about 1,100, but nearly all were would be held yesterday, Oct. 8, in Cabinet meet
chosen Representatives. Fink, dam. is elected Sen
his arrival in Washington, that none of Gen al Union men rose in their places, and cheered ing shout and bloody spur, and saber flourished wiihout arms or uniforms, and only hoped to ob ing.
ator by about 50 maj.
Although alt the returns are not yet in, etill
Washington Oct. 7.
Fremont’s permits or commissions were recogni and swung their hats ; and many more people high, the Colonel was leading on his valiant men tain botl through the stupidness of the General
Wayue elects the whole Democratic Union ticket
we think that Miles, the Fusion candidate, is
would have gone to Hatteras than did go, to take
Government, which, they supposed, would con
Col. Blair’s charges against Gen. Fremont
by over 200 majority. Well done.
zed by the President. Col. Wright, of Cincin the oath of allegiance to the United States, had to charge Floyd’s entrenchments, when a shot sume time enough in issuing proclamations and were
considered in a Cabinet meeting, called for
chosen Senator in this district by a small majorstruck his leg and passed through it into the
Guernsey has gone Fusion by a greatly reduced
nati, who was commissioned by Gen. Fremont as not rebel troops lined tne coast. In the centre body of his horse. Almost upon the parapet they warnings allow them to fully equip themselves the purpose to-day. Col. Blair was in atten
Majority. The democrats elect their Prosecutor by ity—say about 1-00 or 200. Morrow county, it is Colonel, with fall power to appoint all the officers of Western Tennessee, “ tbe feeling is open and
The
ill
success
of
the
raid
ou
Warsaw,
followed
dance. The charges are very elaborate- The
were. The wounded leg had lost its clip and
said, gave him some 7H0 majority, which, with
150 maj.
of his regiment, and to purchase all the clothing strong for the Union, men not hesitating to de and with a mad bound into the air tbe steed by a hint from Gen. Anderson that if they did first allegation of incapacity embraces twelve
the
746
h9
receives
in
Knox,
will
exceed
Armor's
clare
publicly
their
hostility
to
secession,
and
as
Hamilton has elected tho speckled ticket by a ma
not go to the homes he would disperse them, had
Despite the assertions to the
and equipments, upou applying to the paymas a’general thing, their right to do so being re threw his river. Still with his froi t to the can a very depressing effect upon all the men. and specifications.
contrary, the Western command was offered to
jority ranging from 300 to 1000. The Fusionists majority in Holmes and Wayne.
,
nons of the foe, welling up life blood and snort
ter
for
two
month
’
s
pay,
was
informed
that
Genspected by the secessionists.”
ing wilh a frenzied fury, the war-horse made an and the greater part of the officers ; and although Wool, who hampered his acceptance with so
expected at least 5000.
If these things are so, the developement is one other bound or two, cleared at one last leap the every one swore that he would 6tand to his post many conditions as to 6how that he wasnn’t the
Fremont’s commissions were worthless. Col. W'
The Democracy of Athens have eleeted their en
Important from Virginia.
of the best things that has recently come to light.
the last, yet on the announcement of the deter
tire ticket by about 900 majority.
The Cincinnati “ Gazette ’ states tha-t on Mon appealed to Mr. Gurley, who brought the matter The fate of the Un on depenbs upon how much paraptt of the entrenched camp and falling, died minntion of Gen. Anderson, at least 200 persons man.
inside.
before
the
President,
and
he
wa3
told
that
Gen.
Gos’iooton has gone Fusion by about 600.
day, Rosecrartz telegraphed to Washington for
From Cairo.
Union sentiment remains in the South, and tow
The foe, with boundless admiration at the chiv deserted, including more than the sentinels. On
Licking county has gone Democratic by about mere troops, and that a requisition having been Fremont had no authority whatever to issue any much can be excited into activity by the pro
Cairo, Oct. 8.
alrous courage of the man, thought they had kill the following night every sentinel but one. and
700 majority.
A deserter from Pillow's armv, formerly a res
made on Gov. Dennison, two Ohio regiments commission. Consequently, every one of the nu gress cf events. It can scarcely be doubted that ed him; and then dividing his pistols and ac more than the half the remainder of the soldiers
Senoca has also gono Democratic by about 250
a Union army would be bailed as their deliverer
were ordered to the Kanawha. It appears that merous commissions he has issued are null and by tens, nay, hundreds of thousands of Southern coutrements among their officers, lamented the were absent, no one knew whither, at roll call. ident of Northern Illinois, arrived here last night.
By Friday morning the whole command was re He reports Gen, A. 8. Johnson in command at
majority.
death of his g illanthone.
void*
In
the
case
in
which
Mr.
Gurley
is
direct

Floyd and Wise have been reinforced, and Rosepeople.—Statesman.
duced to less than a score of men, principally Colnmbus with 40.000 men. They hava fortifi
It is reported that Butler has gone Fusion.
and Cox have fallen back from Sewell ly interested, the President has interposed to re
It is also reported that Ross has given the Fueion- cranz
Great Rebel Repulse as Hatteres Inlet! aspirants for Colonelcies, and other regimental ed the banks of the river for four miles aboveMountain. The report is that Lee had reinforced lieve him from the embarrassment. He will see
Marshall himself, and his faithful fol Columbus, expectiug at attack from the Feder
A Government Boat Fired Into.
Great Loss cf Life ! Two cr Three positions.
ists a small mnj.
the rebels Genera’s, but this cannot be, for it was that Mr. Gurley’s promises to regimeutal officers
lowers, finding themselves deserted by the mass al.
Gallipolis, O., Oct. 11.
Delaware county has gono Fusion by about 1000 only on Thursday that the recconnoisanee under are made good.
Steamers Sunk with all oa Board!
of their men, have left far tbe South in disguise.
Generals Cheatam, Pillow, Polk, and Johnson,
The steamer Izelta, Capt Winslow, laden with
Tbe N. Y. Times’ special says : Commander — Cincinnati Times, 2.8th.
-majority. Bad.
G°neral Reynolds found his army to be fifteen
are all at Columbus, The army at that place is
Government
property,
including
240
horses,
wag

Clermont has gone Democratic by by about 300 thousand strong, and he could not have rein
Chauncey arrived here this evening from Hat
Kentucky.
well armed and equiped, and have large bodies
forced Floyd since that time. That tho rebels
There are now not less than forty thousand ons, Ac., left here this morning, destined for teras Inlet. lie reports that on Monday the A"Frightful Stampede of Cavalry Horses. of cavalry.
majority.
All the Rescrvo counties have given large Fusion have been strengthened is undoubtedly true, but Federal and State troops under arms in Kentucky Camp Enyart, Kanawha river. When opposite rebels organized an expeditii n to attack and re
On the 26th of Sept. Jeff Thomson had 4,000
The telegraph has already mentioned the
Winfield, or Red House shoal, 30 miles above capture the forts occupied by our forces. The
majorities, and it is reported that they are still vo it will be found that this strength came from and in a few days the number will be swelled to
frightfnl stampede of cavalry horses at St. men near Belmont, his army being fast decima
Point
Pleasant,
she
was
fired
into
by
100
rebel
expedition
consisted
of
six
steamboats
and
about
Bearegard, and not from Lee.
near sixty thousand. There are4 at least seventy
Charles, Mo., on Thursday last. It appears that ted by desertion.
ting up there__________
thousand Urion men in the State besides those cavalry, from the south bank of the river, and or 3,000 men. The steamers were armed with hea Col. Merrill's 1st Missouri regiment of horse was
Th gun boat New Era arrived from St. Louis
dered
to
land.
The
captain
declined
doing
so,
vy
rifled
cannon
and
mortars
for
thiowiug
shells.
About
Femont.
in camp. There should be no delay in moving
on its way to reinforce Fremont, and quartered last night.
Emancipation the Basis of the War.
and
by
the
engines
alone,
the
pilot
having
been
The
attack
was
simultaneous,
but
ineffective.
A Washington despatch to the New York directly to the Cumberland Gap, dispersing the
The New York Tribune has received “ an
compelled to leave his post, succeeded in turning The forts fired shell and were assisted by the ves for the night at St. Charles. About 10 o’clock
A Long: Army.
Times, (Republisan) says: “Tbe Administra Confederate camp, there, and taking possession the boat down stream, and escaped, reaching here sels stationed off the Inlet. After a time the reb the horses of Capt. Charles Hunt’s company be
earnest, faicible letter from Rev. John G. Fee,
Men marching in files are usually a little more
tion is satisfied that the Union cause in Missouri of the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad. Should this afternoon. The balls passed through the pi els retired, though not before two. or three steam came frightened, and broke loose. The panic
that be done, a blow would have been struck the
late of Kentucky, iu favor of making Emmanciwas shared by the others, and soon fourteen hun than three feet apart ; horseswhether in cavalry
can never be successful while Fremont remains enemy from which he would not recover. It lot house, cabin, engine room, and a steam pipe. ers had beeu sunk, going down with all on board. dred horses, maddened with fear, went rushing or artillery, need twelve feet ; a wagon in a train
pation a basis of the War for the Union.” The
No
one
was
injured.
Judging
from
the
crowded
appearance
ofthe
vea'
there, and he will be recalled as soon as the right would be the masterstroke of the campaign.—
T ha Government steamer Silver Lake is sup sels, it estimated that about 700 men were drown ovei the encampment, treading tents and men with four horses occupies fifty feet. Now, if the
Tribune aay3 :
man can be found. Banks, Meigs, Blenker, The enemy should not be allowed to gather posed to have been captured by*the rebels.
ed, besides a large loss must have been sustain into the earth, and creating a scene of unparal army of tho Potomac was in line, moving on a
We do not print it, not because we DIFFER
strength before the Federal troops have posses
Kearney,
MeDowell
and
others
are
spoken
of.
ed
from the bursting of our shell, and the plung leled excitement. Twelve men are known to narrow country road, with cavalry four abreast,
Reports
are
rife
of
a
large
body
of
rebels
ad

from the anthor, nor even that we think is sug
sion of the Cumberland Gap. With that point
ing
of our shot as the guns were served in & have frifihtfally manfiled, and probably fatally; and men in files of four, accompanied by all the
vancing
toward
the
river
to
cut
off
Gen.
Rose“
The
President
is
’
unwilling
to
remove
Fre

gestions untimely, but simply because we think
in our possession we would command Kentucky crans’ supplies.
but the only member of the companies compos wagons and ambulances, and ammunition trains,
most
masterly manner.
• he is not the man to make such a recommenda mont, but scores of pro ninent men familiar with Eastern Tennessee and Western Virginia, and
ing the regiment, which were organized in Ohio, it wonld reach from Wheeling to Piedmont, on
tion with effect. For Mr. Fee is a well known Missouri urge upon him the positive necessity to would have a base for effective aggressive oper
frjgF- Tbe eletcion for City Couneil in Balti st all injured, was Capt. Henry Wilson, brother the B. & O. Rai road, a distance of r.bout one
©aF"
Charles
A.
Powers,
late
Cashier
of
the
Abolitionist of long standing, and the fact that
ations on Nashville and Memphis at the west
to Capt. Lewis Wilson, U. S. A. His pknft was hundred and seventy miles. Thick of that.
do so immediately. Bates and Blair say that and
on Richmond at the east. Every effort Bank of Delaware, died in that place on Tues- more on Wednesday last passed off in the most fraetnree nnd an arm and leg broken. M e re
he thinks Emancipation theirueway to save the
the
farther
retention
of
Fremont
is
a
public
'
”
b
“
nld
e day last of typhoid fever. He was a worthy quiet and orderly manner. The Union ticket gret to leasn that little hope of bis recoyery is
be made to secure that pass with
Union is not calculated to add to tbe number
Read Prof. Woods advertisement in an
least, possible delay. Cin. Eng.
' young man.
other column.
♦
was elected without any opposition whatever.
epsertaingd.— Cin. Com.
' xho OO5F think as he does.
sion.
----j The following, particulars are taken from a rcBy an advertisement in this week’s paper, it j ~r( mflde by Adjutant-General Buckingham, of
Tho Chicago Tribune the leading Republican
will be seen that II. B. Curtis, Lsq , has been . 0b;o, t0 [j g. Adjutant-General Thomas :
paper iu Illinois, is very severe upon the North
appointed an agent for Knox county, for receiv- j Tbe whoh nunjber of three months’ meu far east in not- coming forward with troops for the
ing subscriptions to the National Loan, for the , nisbed by Qb;0 was 21,498. The whole number war. It says:
purpose of carrying on the present war. Simi- Jofroen eDjisted in Ohio far lira war, under the i “The west will demand, for the purpose of
lar agencies have been established in the nearly auspices of the State authorities, up to October ' compelling her own sons to do their duly, but
every county in the United States ; and in many 4 th, was 51,000, Of this number, 28,904 are in j for securing to the army of the East the services
' of cowart/Zg
unpatriotic New England. New
places, we notice, the people have b?en exceed- fantry soldiers, over 695 artillery and 462 caval ; York and Pennsylvania, that the work of draft
ingly prompt and liberal in responding to this ry, are in active service, distributed as follows : ing be at once begun. But in this heavy draft
made upon m in the face of imminent danger,
call of their country for material aid.
INFANTRY.
there is this consolation : with our brave boys
This is not a call exclusitv'y upon the capi In West Virginia.............. 21 regiments.
in the van McClellan's army, there will be no
“
talists of the country ; for that class of men are Iu Kentucky'..................... 9
more such pitiable exhibitions as we saw at Big
“
Dot always the first to be moved by the appeals In Missouri........................ •
Bethel and Bull Run. They will teach your Fire
of patriotism; but it is a direct call upon the
32 regiments—29,904 men. Zouaves and such like cattle the art of war.—
But it for nothing else, let the East be subjected
people—'he men of moderate means, who can af
ARTILLERY.
to draft for men carry our men's luggage, and to
ford to loan fifty, one hundred or five hundred In West Virginia.................................. 2batteries.
serve as cooks in camp."
In
Kentucky
..........................
1
“
dollars to their Government, to assist her in her
Iu Missouri...................... 2
“
Such language can do no good. It may re
hour of need. Persons loaning their money will
sult in great harm. We think ourselves that
692
men.
5
batteries
—
receive therefor treasury uotes, payable three •
the burden of this war both in men and money,
CAVALRY.
years after date, and bearing interest at '.he rate 1
has (alien upon us of the Northwest. The War
In West Virginia................ 2 companies.
of 7 3*10 percent; payable semi-annually.
Iu Kentucky......................... 1
“
tax bill is highly partial to the North Eastern
There is no doubt about the perfect safety of jn Missouri........................... 2
States, and in consideration of this fact, if from
this investment—no person, then fore, need have
5 «ompanio3— 462 men. no other reason, they ought at least furnish
apprehensions of losing his money by loaning it
thei ■ proportion of thA meb for the army. But
Whole number Ohio soldiers in entire ser
to Uncle Sam.
if they fail to do it from patriotic motives, the

MOUNT VERNON.................. ...OCTOBER 15, 1861

NEW

TIIK KNOX COUNTY FAIR,

Which carae off on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, of last week, was by no means as success
ful as could be desired, and yet it cannot be re
garded as altogether a dead failure.
It was really distressing, in passing over the
beautiful grounds of our Agricultural Society,
which have cost the tax-payers of Knox county
80 much money, to see so many vacant stalls,
empty benches in the halls, and unoccupied cor
ners, which might have been all filled, if a dif
ferent spirit prevailed in the management of the
Society. Unless a reform takes place, and more
liberal and eulightened counsels prevail, the Sc
ciety might as well be disbanded, the grounds
Bold, and the proceeds applied towards building
bridges, or some otl er useful county improve
ment.

TSy invitiug the “outside shows'’ inside, a pretty
'.respectable crowd was induced to enter the enclo
sure. But to 6ee Yankee Robitieon’s show, the
six-legged pig, the man swallowing a sword, and
other monstrosities, to say nothing of a gambling
la'ble, occupying prominent places on the Fair
Grounds, was not only disgusting, but humil
iating. And yet the plea offered for introducing
such “attractions” within the enclusure was, that
it was the only way to bring in a crowd, and put
money in the Society’s treasury! In passing round
the enclosure we noticed some very fine cattle,
which were every way creditable to the county.
•John Lyal’s celebrated bull “Knickerbocker,” at
tracted a great deal of attention. He is a splen
did animal, and took the first premium.
There was a large numbers of fine stallions,
on exhibition—indeed, in this department, the
Fair was all that could be wished.
The entries of sheep and hogs were small, but
tolerably good.
In the way of Machinery, there was a magnifi.
cent little Stationery Enginefrom Cooper's works,
which worked charmingly. The same firm ex
hibited Sugar Mills, Evaporators and a variety of
stoves. John E. Evans &Co., exhibited severa]
patterns of Cooking Stoves; Zobar Blair one of
his superior Grist Mills; Mr. Hutchison a numof Plows ; S. Davis &Co.. Reapers and Mowers ;
aad Hor. Welch some of bis Washing Machines.
Mr. Fowler, as agent for Mr. Richard Colvin,
exhibited one of Langstroth’s celebrated Bee
Hivjs, with a swarm of bees in good wo: king order. This was one of the most interesting feat
ures of the fair.
Floral Hall had but few attractions. Mr. Lew
is exhibited some elegant specimens of Photo
graphs, plain and colored, and Mr. Levi J. Law
son of Milford and Mr. Barton Starr of this 'icinity, exhibited several fine specimens of apples,
grapes. &c.
In Domestic Hall there was but little or noth.
ing1 worthy of mention.
Our townsman, E. W. Cotton, Esq., exhibited
gome rich specimens of marble work, which
greatly added to the reputation of his establish
inent.

JEL ^3 rJSC’

Important from the Lower Miss*
fggfppi.

FOR 186L

ORLEANS COMPLETELY
SHUT IN.

Politically Damned.
McG., an Alabama M-trshal, arrived at Cleve
land, in search of a fugitive from justice. He
put at the Wendell House, and during his stay
there had a ’difficulty’ with a person who room
ed with him, one evening, on which McG., shot
three times at his antagonist, slightly wounding
him the third time. He was immediately arrest
ed and put in jail. In the morning the following
scene took place in the prison :
A friend of the Marshal entered his cell, and
found him seated with his head resting on his
bands, looking like one who had entirely civen
up in despair.
‘Come, Mac,’said the friend, “cheer up; the
man is not hurt.’
‘Ruined, ruined, ruined!'groaned the Marshal,
without even changing his position.
‘Ruined ? bah !’ returned his friend ; don’t be
a child. I tell you the wound is but slight ; bi sides, it is an aggravating case, and had you kill
ed him you would not have been ruined !'
‘I know it,’ said the Marshal, suddenly start
ing up ; ‘but three times 1 only think of it ! io
shoot three times at a man and not kill him!—I
am politically damned in Alabama!

CANKER & SALT RHEUM

TREASURER’S NOTICE,

HOLIDAY PRESENTS’

WEAVER'S
SYRUP.

All the Mouths of the Mississippi ShutNew York, Oct. 11.
A dispatch from New Orleans of the 4th inst.,
to the Richmond Examiner, tells of one of the
most important achievements of the war so far.
This information is that the United State block
ading squadron have dug a passage through the
mud of one of the five mouths of the Mississippi
River to sand spit which commands the whole
five of them, and now ' ave the Vincennas, Water
Witch, and two other vessels of the squadron to
protect the prompt ere tion of works which, in
less than a week, will command all five of the
mouths, passes or entrances to and from the
Mississippi River. Once propi rly built, this work
alone will absolutely control the communication
of New Orleans with the sea as completely as a
blockading squadron of twenty Ehips of war
could accomplish that object.
The Post says that troops are rapidly concen
trating at Annapolis to proceed on the coast ex
pedition.
A Russian line*of-battle-ship of 100 guns and
800 men was lost off the coast of Japan. All
the crew are reported perished.
The steamers Locust Point and Daniel Web’
ster have bean chartered by the Government.
Com. Stribiingr was a passenger in the steam
ship Asia from Liverpool.

Don’t Delay to Purify tho Bojod.
PURIFY THE BLOOD.

DR.

JI VEyiLE books,
A. Lar^e and Pretty Assortment

For the cure of Canker, Salt Rheum, Eryslpolas
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruptions, Sore
Eyes, nnd every kind of Disease arising
from an impuro state of tbe Blood.
The most tffectiee Mood Purifier of the 19rh Century
T is the Prescription of an Educated Physician,
and all who are afflicted with any of the above
named diseases, should uso it without delay. It will
drive tho disease frem the system, and when once
out on the Skin,a few applications of Dr. M’eaYKR s

HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,

UNTEARABLE PICTURE EOOKff,
OIL COLORED VIEWS,

I

IN PURSUANCE of* law, I, Alexander Greer, Treasurer of Knox County. Ohio, do hereby give notice that
the Rates of Taxation in the several Townships, Towns and Cities, on each dollar’s valuation of property on the
Tax Duplicate of said County, for the year 1861 is expressed in mills, in the annexed Table of Rates.
RATES levied by
GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
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Jackson .....................................................................................
Butler.........................................................................................
Union................
Jefferson..............
Brown..................
Howard...........................................................
Harrison.............. . ........................................
Harrison, in District Number Four........
Clay.................................................................
Morgan.............................................................
Pleasant...........................................................
College.............................................................
Monroe............................................................
Pike..................................................................
Berlin..............................................................
Morris.............................................................
Morris attached to Union School..............
Clinton............................................................
Mount Vernon ...............................................
M ilier........ . .........................,..........................
Milford.............................................................
Liberty.............................................................
Wayno.............................................................
Wayne, attached to Union Sohool......
Fredericktown,
Middloiserry,
Hilliar,

1.40
J.40
1.40
1 40
1*40
1,40
1,40
1,40
l;40 '
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
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1.40
1.40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1.40
1,40
1,4(1
1.40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1.40
l‘4O
1.40
1,40
1.40
1.40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1.40
1,40

1.40
1,40
1.40
1,10
1.40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1.40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1 .40
1.40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1.40
1,40
1 40
1.40
1,40
1,40
1,40
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0.35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,25
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0.35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,^5
0.35
0,35
0.35
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RATES LEVIED III TOWNSHIPS
AFD CITY
CTHORITIES,

RATES LEVIED BY
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
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4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4 55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4 55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4 55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4.55
4,55

,
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i
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__
_
1.50 0.20 0.50 0.5(1
1.50 0.20 0 50 0.50
1.50 0.20 0.50 0.50
1.50 0.2f 0 50 0 50
1.50 0.20 0 50 0.50
1.5( 0.21 0.50 0.50
1-50 0 20 0 50 0 5(1
1.50 0.20 0 50 0.51
1.50 0.20 0.50 0.61
1.50 0. ( 0.50 0.60
1.50 U.2( 0.50 0 50
1.50 0.20 0 60 0.50
1.50 0 20 0.50 0.50
1.50 0.21 0.50 0.50
1.50 0 2( 0.50 0.50
1.50 0.2« 0.50 0.50
1.5( 0.20 0.50 0.50
1.50 0.20 0.50 0.50
1.50 0 20 0 50 0 50
1-50 0 20 0.50 0.50
1.50 0.20 0 50 0 5(
1.501 0-20 0 50 0 5(
1.50 0.20 0.50 0.60
1.50 0 20 0 50 0 50
1.50 0.2O fi/fi 0.50
1.50 0.20 0.50 0 50
1.50 0.20 0.50 0 50

■tf
o

E
h-

*s

07
0 75
0.75
0 75
0,7.’
0,75
0 75
0.75
0 76
0 75
0 75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0,7 5
0,75
0.75

o:

0,?
0:
0.5
0.2.
0.35

0,3 ■

0.35
0.35
0.35
0,35
0.35
0,25
0.3'
0.35
0.35
0.35
0 35
0 35
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.35
0.35
0.35
0,3.

8
'f
F
!.F
Si
!.P<
3.8l
t.Sf
3.8(
3.8(
3.81
3. SO
3,80
3.F0
3.80
3.801
3.80j
3.F0j
3.R0I
3.80i
3.80’
3.80
3.80
3.80
3.80
3.80
3,80

1,04 0,31

:,32 1.03
1.65
1.29 0.36
0 55
0,10 0,75
0.15
0,15
0,10 0,S0
0.75
0.25 1.70
0,50 0,35
o 24 0,41
0.28 L47
0.25 1.00
0.10 0.65
0.10 4,00
0.45 i,40
0.45 4,00
2.60
0.25 1,10
0,25 0,40
1,15
0,25 0.90
4.00
0.35
0,25 4,00
2,00
0,25 0,24 0,06
1.33
1
0.12

NOTICE is hereby given that all ol the Road Tax, and one half of the balance of the taxes charged on the
Duplicate of 1861, in said County, are required to be paid before the 20th of December next, after which time a
penalty of 5 per cent, is chargable thereon, and that the balance of said taxes are required to be paid befo e the
20th of June, 186 2, after which time a like penalty of 5 per cent is chargeable on the balance of said taxes then re
maining unpaid.
The Treasurer of said County or hie Deputy will attend at his office from and after the first day of October next
to receive said taxes.
v
ALEX. GREER, Treasurer K. C.
Teasueer’s Office, September 2l, 1661.

CERATE, OR OINTMENT,
and you have a permanent cure.
THE CEP.ATE has proved itself to he the best
Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it has
never been known to fail of effecting a permanent
cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, Ncald
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Berber's Itch,
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pim
pies on the face. And for Sore Niplss and Sore Eyes.
tho Cerate is the only thing required to cure. It
should be kept in the house of every family.
Read the following letter from the most reliable
authority, and any person desiring further evidence
of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr.
Parker:-—
Ban Claire. Eau Ciaivo Co., AVis., Oct. 1, 186’.
Messers. J. N. Harris A Co.—Gentlemen: Your
agent Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our
place, casually heard of a most offectual cure of an
obstinate case of salt rheum in a member of my fam
ily, having politely requested the facts of tho case, I
most cheerfully comply with his request.
The subject of this remarkable cure is my son, and
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and
a half old. I applied from time to time for aid to the
most efficient physicians in the easttern states, one
of whom had traveled Europe ; but whilst he would
at times receive some temporary relief, still the dis
ease remained, and would break out occasionally,
with the most virulent type, rntil ho arrived at the
nt tho age of fourteen years, when my eye providen
dally rested upon the advertisement of Dr. Weaver's
Canker and Salt Kheura Syrup and Cerate. I at
on?e procured one bottle, which on trial so encour
aged me that I procured two more, with the Cerate,
and the result is that my sou now is and has been ef
fectually cured of that wretched disease for the last
three and a half jears. Respectfully vours,
ALFRED PARKER
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cents per bottle.
Directions accompany each Bottle. Sold by most
Medicine Dealers.
J. N. HARRIS A Co., Proprietors,
Forthe Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, 0.
To whom orders for the above Medities may be
addressed.
Slid Wholesale and Retail by S. AV. Lippitt, Mt.
A’ernon; Janies Blanchard, Mt. A’ernon; It. S. French,
Gambier; N. Dayton. Martinsburg; Montague A
Hosec, Fredericktown; AV. T. Mahon, Millwood; S
W. Sapp. Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus.
May U-m6

Household Remedy—Everybody keep# it.

FERRY DAVIS’
VEGF.TABLE

PAIN KILLER,
THE GREAT

special ftaficcs.

Read the advertisement respecting •• Dr. LeR
and’s Anti Rheumatic Band,” in another column.
Accordin < to the report of those who have tried it—
and who have been cured of the most violent attacks
of Rheumatism by it—there is no remedy extant
Married—On tbo 7th of October, by the Itev. J. equal to this in cases of Rheumatism—and having no
IT. C. Bonte, Mr. Henry C. Bennett to Miss Mary reason to doubt the statements wo have heard in fa
A. Terry, all of Mt. Veruon.
vor of tho “ Band,” wo cordially recommend its use
On Thursday evening, the lOili October at the to those who affli: ted with this disease. Be sure
residence of the bride’s father. Mr. Henry Errett, and read the advertisement most carefully. sep3
by Elder R. 11. Sloan, Mr. E. B. Cake to Miss
Reas the Ceiitificate of a regular Practition
Jennie fe. Errett, both of Monroe mills, Knox Co. 0.
er.— This may certify that I have used Perry Da
vis’ Vegetable Pain Killer in numerous cases, and
believe it to lie a very valuable modieino. 1 have
prescribed it in bawel complaint (particularly for
URSUANT to Instructions from tho Secretary children,) and it is in my opinion superior to any
of (he trcasurv, a book will lie opened on the preparations I have ever used for the relief of those
1 Oih day of October, 1861, at my office, or the Knox
diseases. When given to children, I have always
More Recruiting.
County Bunk, for subscriptions under my superin. combined it with the syrup of gum arabic, say ten
tendence for Treasury Notes, to be issued under the drops to a teaspoonful cf tho syrup, well mixed.
Mr. William Welch, of this townshi p, who has net of July 17 1S61. Tbo-e notes will be isFued in Others have mixed it with milk and molasses, equal
been an orderly sergeant in Captain Ca penti r- gums of fifty dollars, one hundered dollars, five hun parts.
A. HUNTING, M. D.
dred doll?., one thousand and five thousand dollars
Sold by all medicine dealers.
Company, in Virginia, has obtained an appoini- each,
dated 19th Aug., 1S61, payable three year? nfer
DR. S. 0 RICHARDSON’S SHERRY WINE
raent of 2d Lieutenant, from the Governor of date to the order of the subscriber or as directed,
— Pharmaceutical Preparation, by a reg
Ohio, aud is now at home organizing a new end bearing interest at the rate of 7 3 10 per cent, BITTERS.
per annum, payable semi-annually ; such interest ularly educated Physician—is oue of tho most
company ol Volunteers for ihe war. Lieut being at tho rate of two cents for each day for every pleasant and valuable tonics of the day. Persons
Welch has already had considerable experience hundred dollar?. For the convenience of tho hold recovering from protracted illness, or those who at
er each note will have eoupons attached expressing this particular season of the year, aro subject to
in military i atters, having been in the service tho several amounts of semi-annually interest, which Jaundice, Habitual Constipation, or any disease ar
since the middle of April last. As his acquaint, coupons may be detached aud presented for payment ising from a disordered Stomach, Liver or Bowels,
will find in the Sherry Wine Bitters a friend more
from the notes.
ance is large, an 1 being a young gentlemen of separately
Subscriptions for such Treasury Notes will he re to be desired than gold.
Sold by Jus. Blanchard.
October 1.
fine address, we have every reason to believe ceived during fifteen days from the dny of oponing
that he will meet with success in his present en tho book os aforesaid. No subscriptions for less
Purify the Blood—Dr. IVeuuer’s Medicine for
than fifty dollars nor for any fraction of that sum
terprise. His headquarters will beat the L - can be received. Subscriptions of fifty doll .rs or Humors—These in valuable medicines have achieved
a
complete
triumph in eradicating humors of all
one hundred dollars must bo paid in lawful coin of
braud House.
tbo United States at the time of subscribing. Sub kinds from the human system. They were intro
scriptions of mere than one hundred dollars may be duced to the public some six years since, and have
Cook’s Flying Machine.
paid nt once, or, if preferred, one-tenih at tho timo been used with entire success. The Canker and
Rheum Syrup is taken internal, which cleanses
Mr. D. M. Cook, of Mansfield, of Sugar-Evap- of subscribing, mid one third of the whole amount •Salt
on every twentieth day thereafter until tho whole tlie blood by throwing impurities to the surface,
orator notoriety, publishes a card in the Herald shall be paid. No payment of less than fifty dollars when the Cerate is applied externally, and all the
of that place, stating that be has so far progres- can be accepted, that being the smallest sum for eruptions are destroyed, and health and boauty
restored. Their astonishing success lias called out
which Treasury Notes can be issue*!.
8e 1 with the coustruciioa of bis Flying Machine«
Certificates willho granted in duplicate to subscri many ignorant pretenders, who have introduced
as to warrant the belief that he will have it com bers for the amounts so paid, the original of which their wonderful productions to the public. They are
out in olmost every form, from Panaceas down to
pleted by the I8th of May, 18(12, by which time the subscriber will transui't by mail to the Secre a- Pills, and all for humors, (of course they ore.)
i v of the Treasury, when Treasury Notes, as afore
Sold by James Blanchard.
October 1.
ha expects to “cross the entire continent in a said, will be issued thereon to such subscriber or his
order, carrying interest as expressed in such certifi
few hours.” Prehaps.
cate ; but in case where only a part of tho amount
subscribed is naid at the time of subscribing, Treas
PARK’S PRICKLY PIASTERS.
Holton House.
ury Notes will be issued only for the payments made
'They Impart Strength; they Annihilate Pain.
The Holton, at Newark, is in all respects, a subsequently to tho first, which will remain until
Park’s
rpHESE DELIGHTFUL PLAScapital Hotel. J. L. Holton, is a “profess or” in Ihe whole amount subscribed by such person shall
I ters yield readily to the motion
be paid, when Treasury Notes’will be issued for
of tho body, absorb perspiration and
Patent
his vocation, is prompt, accommodating, and af such first payment also. On payment of each de
throw of all tho offensive coagulated
fable. He possesses the rare faculty of making ferred instalment, the subscriber will pay, in add impurities off the system. They
Porus
tion
thereto,
a
sum
equal
to
the
interest
accrued
should be used for all Chronic Pains,
his gnests feel “at hotre” during their sojourn thereon from the 19th August to the date of payment,
Prickly Faintness, Dyspepsia, Colds. Con
with him. The Holton House is now doing a and on final payment like interest on the amount
sumption, Rheumatism,
Female
large business, and is well patronized by our paid on subscription which payments of interest will
Weakness, etc. They retain their
Plasters
be leimbursed to the subscriber in the payment of
active properties when other Plasters
Knox County friends. Long may it wave.
the first coupon.
Are Sold are useless, and where applied pain
The Troasury Notes issued upon such certificates
cannot exist. Every family should
By All
B uschman’s is now the most attractive by the lreasury will bo sent to tho subscribers bv
havo them. One size on cloth, three
Dealers
mail
or
such
other
mode
as
may
be
indicated
by
them
Clothing Store in Mt. Vernon. Every person
sizes on leather. Sample sent by
when they transmit their original certificates. The
From
mail, on receipt of 25 cents.
who wishes to buy a cheap aud elegant suit is duplicate certificates may be retained by them for
1 to
D. S. BARNES, 13 & 15 Park Row
their own security.
2j-2 Dimes. N. Y.
sure to go there.
April 16, 1861.
fi,H’ »
tt o . IIEXRY B. CURTIS,
Octla-w2
U. g. Agent for Subscriptions. Ac.
fZS" following is an extract from a letter written
•‘Washington is Safe.”
by the Rev. J. 8. Holmes, pastor of the Pierrepoint
Executor’s Notice.
In the telegraphic despatches every other day
OhVv^EhlS he,r®by «iven thllt the undersigned Street Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., to the ‘‘Jour
is a line announcing the cheering intelligence
have been duly appointed and qualified by the nal and Mossenger,’’ Ciucinnatti, O., and speaks vol
X
ro
.ate
Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, umes in favor of that world-renowned medicine, Mrs
that “Washington is safe,” or that “Washington
as Executors on the estate of Elins Shipley Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething: —
is quiet.” With an army of 200,000 men right deceased. All persons indebted to sail estate? are
“Wo see an advertisement in your columnsof Mrs.
in sight of the National Capital, why should notified to make immediate payment to the under Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we ne never said
signed, and all persons holding claims against said a word in favor of a patent medicine before in our
Washington not be “safe ?”
estate arc notified to present “hem lega^ oven
life, but we feel compelled to say to your readers
for settlement within oue year from this date
that this is no humbug—we have had it, and know
GEO.
W.
SHIPLEY,
it to bo all it claims. It is probably one of tho most
Does the Union Movement Mean This? Oct 8-3w.*
Executor.
successful medicines of the day, because it is one of
At the Union Senatorial Convention which
the best. Aud those of your readers who have ba
To
Teachers.
nominated Hon. James Monroe, of Lorain coun
HE County Board of Examiners will hold meet bies can’tdo better than to lay in a supply.”

Dnincnial.

National Loan.

P

N

GIFT BOOK STORE.

State of Ohio, Knox County, so :

rrillE qualified electors of the said county of Knox
JL are hereby notified that a General Election will
be held at the proper places, in the several town
ships. as required by law, on
TUESDAY, THE 8th OF OCTOBER, 1861, at which
time will be chosen by ballot,
1 person for Governor,
1 person for Lieutenant Governor,
1 person for Supreme Judge.
1 person for Comptroller of the Treasury,
1 person for Secretary of State.
1 person for Member of the Board of Public
Works,
1 person for Judge for 1st sub-division of the 6
Judicial District,
1 person for State Senator,
1 person for Representative,
1 person for Treasurer,
1 person for Commissioner,
1 person for Surveyor,
1 person for Infirmary Director.
And the trustees of the several townships of said
county will furnish to the Clerk of tho Court of
Common Pleas, the following number of Jnrers for
their respective townships, to wit: Jackson, 4: But
ler, 3; Union, 4; Jefferson, 6 ; Brown, 4; Howard,
3 ; Harrison, 4 ; Clay, 5 ; Morgan, 3 ; Pleasant, 4 ;
College, 4 'j Monroe, 4 ; Pike, 7 ; Berlin, 4 ; Morris,
4 ; Clinton, 17; M ilier, 4; Milford, 4 ; Liberty, 5 ;
Wayne, 6 ; Middlebury, 4: Hilliar, 5.
Township trustees will piease be partichlar to re
turn their full number of Jurors.
JAMES SHAW,
Sheriff of Knox County,
September 17, 1G01. pr f $5.

i
!

1861

1861

Is a Fr.-t Class Road in all respects,

With S85

Double Track

— Three Daily Trains,—
( IFtfA Connections from all Points U’est,)

From PITTSBURG TO PHILADELPH A
All Connecting Direct To New York,

Morning Mail, Afternoon Fast
Elne, Nigh! Express.
One train Daily from
Pittsburg To New York,

430 Males,
Without Change of Cars.

Via Allenstown and Easton,
With Direct Connections from Western Cities,
Arriving Hours
In Advance Of Other Routes,
IN TIME FOR BOSTON

By Kail or Boat Lines.

Express Train Runs Oaiiy—Others
Sundays Excepted.
NINE Daily Trains from Philadelphia to New York !
Tickets good on any line or Train. Now York !
or Boston Tickets via Pittsburg good
VIA PHILADELPHIA OR ALLENTOWN.

Boat Tickets to Boston Good via any of
the Boat Lines.
Two Daily Connections from Harrisburg to Balti
more and Washington.

Baggage Checked Through--Ail Trans
fers Free

FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE
T

AKEN iutornally, it cures sudden Colds, Coughs,
Ae., AVeak Stomach Genera) Debility, Nursing
Sore Mouth, Canker. Liver Complaint. Dispopsia
Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in the Stomach, Bowel
I>.
EVANS & CO.,
Complaint, Painter’s Cholic, Choi ;ra, Diarrhoea and
T H E P1O X EEK GI FT BO OIv STO RE Dysentery.
Applied externally, cures Felons, Boils and Old
-Vo. 677 Dm til way New York,
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and
The Oldest Established Gift Roolt Sprains, Swelling of tbo Joints, Ringworm and Tot
Bouse.
ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Feot and Chilblains,
Toothache, Pain in tho Face, Neuralgia and Rheu
A Gift with every Book, Worth from 50c. matism.
to «1OO,OO.
It is a sure cure for Ague, Chills and Fever.
For Sore Throat, the Pain Killer used, mixed with
G. W. riTCIIER having purchased the entire wnter, as a gargle, will cure, aud it is used with great
stock and business of the late firm of Messrs. D. W. success in Diptheria.
Evans A Co., 677 Broadway, at prices in accordance
The Pain ftilier
with tho times, is prepared to offer greater induce taken internally, should be adulterated with milk or
ments to the purchaser? of Books than ever before. water, or made into syrup with mnlassos. For a
The Gifts are selected with caie, and are of the best Cough, a few drops on sugar oaten will be more effec
quality and of the most fashionable styles. Tlie tive thnn anything else.
Books are old at the lowest retail prices, and a gift Sec Printed Directions, which accompany each bottle.
—useful or ornnmontnl
in value from 50o. to $100
The PzAIN KILLER is by universal consent al
is given witli each Book.
lowed to have won foritselfa reputation unsurpassed
What I claim as the peculiar advantages of this in tho history of medical prepara tions. Its instanta
business is that I give more for the same amount of neous effect in the entire eradication nnd extinction
money than the regular dealer in Books.and thus of PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to the
make my Books advertise themselves. Also, crea human family, and the unsolicited written and ver
ting a healthy taste for useful and standard litera bal testimony of tho masses in its favor, jhave been
ture, by introducing Books, in many cases, where and are its own best advertisment.
they have hitherto been almost unknown.
AVhat stronger proof of these facts can be produced
Tbc Hooks arc IVew
than the following letter, received unsolicited, from
and fresh from the publishers’ hands, and all orders
REA7. AV. JACOBS:
aro filled and delivered with tho utmost dispatch to
Newark, N. J. June 6th, I860.
all parts of the United Slates and the Canadas.—
Messers. Perry Davis A Son—Gentlemen :—Allow
The central location of New York giving peculiar me, unsolicited, to send you a word of commendation
facilities for rapidity and cheapness of transports!, for your Pain Killer. I have used it in my family
tion, which are unrivaiied by any city in the world. these several years, and found it all it claims to be.
Fifteen Thou.'.mid \gencien
For Rheumatism, Coughs Jolds, Burns Cholera ten
are open for application, and ail persons desiring a dencies and difficulties, ns well as diseases generally
pleasant, easy and profitable employment, requiring that prevail in families, I regard the Pain Killer as
but little of their time, will do well to accept at the beyond nil price, and as efficacious beyond any medi
earliest opportunity and in their names.
cine within my knowledge,. AVe keep it as our chief
As this bouse from the first has taken tho lead of family medicine, and find its uso in ordinary cases
all others, I shall endeavor to maintain its position worth more than any doctor. The testimony of oth
and well earned reputation.
ers among my acquaintances and friends is equally
Book Agents, and those desiring to become so, favorable. Many clergymen have spoken of it iu tho
should examine my terms, as ten books can be sold highest terms as a family medicince. Missionaries
in the same time that one mav lie di.-posed of in the in repeated instances have said to me in person and
usual way, through the inducements given to the in their letters, that the Pain Killer was by far the
purchaser.
best tuediciue used in heathen lands, and they use it
REMEMBER.
for themselves and families, aad administer it to oth
^^.That this is tho only Gift Book House that ers around theta. Thus much I am inclined to say
takes the risk of loss through the mail.
ae an act of justice to yourselves, aad as a benefit to
This is the only Gift Book House that has others. You are at liberty to uso this testimonial, if
Rev. AV. B. JACOBS,
rooeived tbo voluntary endorsement of over five of any service.
hundred city and country journals, and of the lead
Late Editor Christian Chronicle.
ing pu'iilishing houses of the country.
This is the oldest established and most ex
Beware Of All Imitations!
tensive House of the kind in the world.
The Pain Killer is sold by all respectable Druggists
iEgt. I pay the most liberal cojpmission to Agents. throughout the U. States and in Foreign Countries.
I keep the most varied and extensive stock
Price 25 cts., 50 eta., and $ I, per bottle.
of Books and Gifts, and gratuitously circulate the
J. N. HARRIS A Co.,
most complete and best classified catalogue in the Proprietors forthe AVostern and Southern States,
country.
Cincinnati, Ohio
I gnaranteo perfect satisfaction to all who
Sold AVholesaie ond Retail by James Blanchard,
may favor me with their patronage.
S. AV. Lippitt, Mt. A’ernon : R. 15. French, Gambier:
HOW TO SEND FOR BOOKS.
N. Daytou, Martinsburg : Montague A llosac, Fred
Orders of Five Books and upwards should be sent ericktown ; AV. T McMuhon, Millwood; S. AV. Sapp,
by express, if possible, as it is safer and cheaper Danville.
May ll-6m
thnn by mail.
Money, if possible, should be sent in form of
Spring and Summer Remedy.
Drafts, as payment can be stopped if lost through
Good for the Stomach.
the mail.
Letters enclosing money may be sent at my risk,
DR.
S. O. RICHARDSON’S
provided they are registered according to law.—
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
These precautions aro simple and within tho roach
ol all, assuring the safe transmittance of Books.
The Celebrated New England Remedy
In ordering Books, tho title, in black letters
FOR
only, should bo used. The writing should be plain,
H AB IT U A L C O N ST T PA TION,
and the Name, Post Office, County and State should
■Jaundice,
Fever
nn«l
Ague. C.enernI Debility
be distinct to avoid mistakes.
mid all l)i«( ti»t » sniaing from a Disorder^
G. W. PITCHER,
Successor to

THE PENNSYLVANIA
Central

P. P. P.

V&-

THE JPKEVEER

SHERIFF’S PROCLAMATION.

ALPHABET BLOCKS,

TRANSPARENT SLATES.,
BOXES OF PAINTS,
CHESSMEN, DOMINOS.
BACKGAMMON BOARDS,

PORTFOLIOS,

PORTEMONAIB,
PURSES,
SCAP BOOKS,
ALBUMS,

ENGLISH POETS,
Iu Antlque-mor-and Blue and Gola Jlndhi^j

POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,
In Fine Binding,

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,
A Good Asacrttnenl
at

WI-IITK’S
Dec. 11, 1 SCO.

GREAT CURE!
DR. LELAND’S

Anti Rheumatic Band,
IS THE ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FOR

RHEUMATISM, GOUT AND NEURALGIA
AND A PURE CURE FOR

AU Mercurial Diseases.
Tis a conyoniently arranged Baud, contain ing •
medicated compound, to be worn around the
Waist, without injury to tbe most delicate person
no change in habits of living is roquired, aud it en
tirely removes the disease from the system, witheut
produeir g the injurious effects arising from the use
of powerful internal medicines which weaken and
destroy the constitution, and give temporary relief
only. By this treatment, the medicinnl properties
contained in the Band, come in contact with blood
and reaches the disease through the pores of the skin*
effecting in every instance a perfect cure, and re
stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition.—
This band is also a most pewerful Antt-Merccriau
agent, and will entirely relieve the system from the
pernicious, effect of Mercury. Moderate cases are
cured in a few days, and we are constanly receiving
testimonials of its efficacy in aggravated eases of
long standing.
Price $2,00, to be liad ofDruggistsgenerally, orcau
be sent by mail or express, with full directions for
use to any part of the country, direct from tbe Pria*
or
cipal office.

I

No. 409 BROADWAY, New York,

G. SMITH & CO. Sole Proprietors,
N. B.—Descriptive Circulars Sent Free.
Agents Wanted Everywhere
For sale by James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
May 14, IS61.

GROVER Ac BAKER, STILL AHEAD!

GREA T REDUCTION IN PR ICE SI
PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseless
Grover A Baker Sewing Machine, for $40 !! !
Ihe only Company that manufactures the two vari
eties of Machines. Double Lock aud Single Lock or
Shuttle Stick ! Victory after Victory!!!
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Un
ion of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheeler
Wilson’s and all other Competing Machines.
The Prince of Wales selected Grover A Baker
Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them,
and all well regulated families have, or should have
one, because they make less noise, aro more simple;
run with greater speed, and less friction, consequent
ly aro more durable than other machines. They
also make tho most beautiful and elastic stick or
seam, which is fastened when it leaves the Machine,
I shall not hesitate to warrant every Machine sold.
A word to the wise is sufficient. Call and get circu
lar and examine for yourselves.
We are pretty familiar with the merit? of tbe lead
ing machines, and for family use we prefer Grocefi
A Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
Machine thread. Silk and Cotton constantly on
hand. Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale,
at the MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co.
Bank.
SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
Nov. 27, I860._______ _______________

A

l^EVV~STuREr
MOUNT VERNON’’
WILLIAJI BEAM,
Late of tho firm of BEAM A MEAD, having located
himself on the
EAST RIDE OF MAIN STREET, ONE DOOR
SOUTH OF LIPPITT’S DRUG STORE,
and nearly opposite the KENYON HOUSE, trusts
his friends aud the public geuoraliy, will not fail to
find him and his new location, with a good stock of

NEW GOODS

AT CASH

PRICES.

In Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please
and merit a share of the public patronagj.
April 23, 1861.

GOOD NEWSFO1 THE PEOPLE!

FORT SUMTER
Has Positively been I?elnVoiced!

otwithstanding the united opposition of
Send for a <Jaf alogac,
c<l AtooiRck, I.in r, or ISnui'In.
Fort Moultrie. We run theta in not in the
Select your books, enclose the price, and direct your fl^IIEY are used and recommended by leading
night, nor with muffled oars, but in broad day light,
Fare Always As Low As Any Other Route.
letter to
_1_ Physicians of the country, and all who try them by the
car load.
pronounce them invaluable.
G. W. PITCHER.
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, but
Buy TicSicls Via Pittsburgh
Dh. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre,
677 Broadway, New York.
Stark Co., Ohio, “the Bitters aro highly praised by all other goods as comparitively cheap. Thankful
those suffering from indigestion, uj’spepsia and liver to tho Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a
Tickets for sale at all Main Offices.
A SINGLE TRIAL
continuance of the same and hope to merit it in fu
Will convince you that the best and most economi complaint.”
ture by selling goods cheap and fair dealiug at the
E.
S.
DAVIS,
Postmaster
at
Williamsport,
Ohio,
FREIGHTS.
cal way of purchasing books is to send to the
feb. 26, ’61.
G. M. FAY.
says, “they give great satisfaction. I use them my Ol'l Corner.
By
this
Route
Freights
of all descriptions can b«
ty, tor re-election to the State Senate, adopted
ings for tne examination of Teachers, on every
PIONEER GIFT BOOK STORE.
Mrs. C. P. Brister, Editress of Newark (0.) forwarded to and from Philadelphia, New York,
self, having taken cold, become prostrate and lost my
QANTITY
of
the
celebrated
Hamburg
Cheese
Saturday
of
November
and
April,
and
on
the
Sec
following resolution :—
Lines, writes in her paper of January 29, 1S59, as Boston, or Baltimore, to and from any point on tho
appetite. It relieved me, nnd I can recommend it
jus!
ist received at tho Old Corner.
ond and last Saturdays of every other monlli com*
G- W. PITCHER, Successor to
with great assurance of its merits.”
Rail Roads of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois,
Feb. 20,’61.
“Resolved, That we are for one Country, one tnenoing at 9 o’clock, A. M., at the Court House in follows :
G. M. FAY.
M o know that Dr. Roback’s Scandinavian Reme Wisconsin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Rail Road direct.
Da. WM.M KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes
D. W. EVANS A CO.,
Constitution, one Union and one nation without Mt. Vernon. By orders ot the Board:
ALL and see those nice and cheap Sugars,before
dies are all they claim to be. The Dr. presented us
us that they aro tho most valuable medicine offered.
The PennsylvaniaRailRoadalso connects at Pitts
one slave."
PUBLISHER AND BOOKSELLER.
Oct. 8.1861.
e. iiarrod, Sec’y.
purchasing elsewhere, at the Old Corner.
with a few bottles of his Scandinavian Blood Purifier burgh with Steamers, by which Goods can be forwar
He has reoommended them wilh groat success, nnd
677 Broadway, Y. N.
Feb. 26,’01.
G.M.FAY.
and boxes of his Blood Pills last summer which put ded to any port on the Ohio, MuskiDgum, Kentucky
\\ ill some new convert to Unionism tell us if
with tnem made several cures of palpitation of the
OilsNOld! loss.
now life into us. They invigorate, strengthen, and
heart and general debility.
E. R. DtDBl.KE,
J. C. WORK.
L.C. HOOM
the above is the object of the present so-called
HE partnership heretofore existing between J. leave the sr stem in a better condition than stimulants Tennessee, Cumberland, Illinois, Mississippi, WisBOOTS
AND
SHOES.
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq., Blountsville, Henry
SIKYRY I’. WAR»EY,
N. Burr A C. E. Bryant, in the practice of Med usually do, and have no depressing effect. We feel oansin, Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, audited Rivers;
Union movement.
Co.,
Ind.,
writes
us
a
long
letter,
under
date
of
May
Late Mt. A’ernon, with
ISoirc Made YVorli.
icine and Surgery, has this day been dissolved by safe in recommending tho Blood Purifier to all suf- and it Cleveland, Sandusky and Chicago with Steam
3, 1860. He was much reduced, having been afflict
mutual consent. All those having unsettled ac p-V.Hq froni debility, bo tho cause what it may, the ers to all Ports on the North-Western Lakes.
DIBBLEE, WORK & MOORE,
ed
for
throe
yours
with
great
nervous
debility,
pal

Merchants
and
Shippers
entrusting
the
transpor

Ohio Troops in Kentucky.
counts with the above firm, wi.l please call and set
Importers andJobberfof
ills have this peculiarity, they aro powerfully ac tation of their Freight to this Company, can rely
pitation of the heart of the most severe and pros
J. N. BURR,
Since the secessionists have been threatining tle by note or otherwise.
Main Street, East stile, nearly opposite Lyhrand trating character, “after using a few bottles 1 was Staple am! Fancy Dry Goods,
tive, and at the same time leave the patient stronger with confidence on its speedy transit.
Oct.
8.
1861
C.
E.
BRYANT.
House.
and in an improved condition, different from most
97 Chambers a 79 a SI re a of. st., w. y.
Kentucky Ohio has sent the following troops into
completely restored, and am new in robust health.’
The Rates of Freight to any point in the "West by
E keep on hand and for sale, an assortment
drastic remedies. Try them with the Blood Purifior tho Pennsylvania Rail Road are at all times as fa
GEORGE W’. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted
Marble Hall Meat Shop.
that State:
of ready made custom work of ail kinds, of with rhumatism for twenty yenrs, in all its various
HOWARD ASSOCIATION.
an you will tael like many who have been relieved, vorable as are charged by other R. R. Companies.
good stock and Workmanship. Particular attention
2d Regiment, Colonel Harris ; 14th Colonel
an w tiling to add your testimony to their efficacy.
PHILADELPHIA.
Be particular to mark packages“viaPonna. R. R.” paid to measure Work. Gents fine and course sewed forms, and at the date of his letter he had been two
See advertisement.
Steedman ; loth Colonel Dickey; 21st, Colonel
years well; tlie Bitters effecting the cure, when A Benevolent Institution established ly special E»^
E. J. SNEEDER, Philadelphia.
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Morocco,
dowment for the Relief of the Sick and Distressed,
Norton; 35th, Colonel Vansdeveer; 38th Colonel
MAGRAW A KOONS,80 North Street, Baltimore. Calf and Kip Shoos, sowed and pegged, made to or several physicians could do him no good. Ho savs,
aflictcd with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases,and
“for rhumatism, dyspepsia, livor complaint, kidney
Bradley; 37th, Colonel Se’bert, 49tb, Colonel Gib
LEECH A CO.,No.2AstorHoaso,orNo.l6. Win. der on short notice.
oT^F™J
n
l
strafor
’
s
Notice.
especially for the Caac of Diseases of the Srsrual
affection, or dropsy, it is a specific certuin remedy.”
bod; Captain Cotter’s battery of artillery, and sev The Union and the Constitution Forever.
O i ILL is hereby given that the undersignedhas St. N. Y.
Repairing Promptly and Neatly Done.
Organs.
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., O.,
LEECH A CO., No. 54 K‘lby Street, Boston.
eral companies of cavalry.
been duly appointed and qualified by the Probate
Persons wanting w«rk of first quality, both stock (a section where Fever and Ague prevails,) that he
al beach
EDICAL ADVICE given gratis, by the Acting
II. H. HOUSTON, Gen’l Freight Ag’t PhiJ.
EMt>.1VeJL^Lth\aLnn?UnceS to the c!tizons of court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, as Admin
and workmanship, will do well to call. Tho best of most cheerfully recommends them of decided merit
Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with i>
L. L. 1I0UPT, Gen’l Ticket Ag’t Philadelphia. Frencli and Spanish upper Leathers used.
istratrix,
on
the
estate
of
Elizabeth
Ayres
deceased.
When Col. Lorin Andrews knew that lie
mens
a
prepared to serve them All persons indebted to said estate are notified to Enoch Lawis. Gen’l Supt., Altoona, Pa. aug. 27.
in all cases of FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA, ’ description of their condition, (age, occupation,
Remember the place.
sept 10.
i
habits
of lifeJAc.,) and in ense of extreme poverty,
AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
was dying he sent his eqhortation to his regiment
make immediate payment to the undersigned,and all
; Medicinos furnished free of charge.
D.
K.
GALLEHERS,
M.
D.,
writes
from
Van
three doors below Gambier. He will'kenn*11 St5eet’ persons holding claims against said estate, are noti
Administrator’s Notice.
VALUABLE REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and
in words which he first thought over, then deliv the best kindof Beef Veal, Mutton, Porkfsau^ge
]IBt. Vernon Female Segninary
W’ert, Ohio, “ I most respectfully recommend the ■
fied topresent them legally proven for settlement
OTICE is hereby given that tho undersigned has Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per i other diseases of the Sexual Organs, and on the
E hereby announce a new arrangement in the
ered, and then requested to be repeated to him, x 1 1L «irneft8uD' TBV^e a'ld give
within one year from this date.
been
duly
appointed
and
qualified
by
the
Pro

j
NEW
REMEDIES employed in the Dispensary, sent
Boarding Department of the Institution. —
sons, and to all who require a stimulating medicine.
HENRY T. PORTER, Administrator.
that he might be sure he was understood. They Marble Hall, where I shall treat you all, both area
Young ladies boarding in the family will aid to bate Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, as AdSuch News we are receiving Daily.
i to the afflicted in sealed letter evelopes, free of charge,
Oct l-3w
and small, to the nicest meat in Mt. Vernon. That’s
j Two or three Stamps for postage will be acceptable.
some extent in. the domestic work of the family. ministrator on the estate of Catharine Stahl deoeased
Full Particulars Accompany Each Bottle.
were these: “Tell them to stand for the so, captain.___________________
aug 6-tf
! Address, DR. J. SKILLTN HOUGHTON, Acting
The portion of time allotted to oach pupil will Dot All persons indebted to said estate are notified to
Thev are sold by Medicine Dealers generally.
SETTEE YOUR ACCOUNTS.
RIGHT, FOR THEIR COUNTRY AND FOR JESUS.”
make
immediate
payment
to
the
undersigned,
and
exceed
half
an
hour
per
day.
Instead
of
retarding
Surgeon, Howard Association, No. 2 South Ninth
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. H ARBIS .f CO.
LL PERSONS indebted to the late firm of Dun
BOUND TO BLA1Z!
all
persons
holding
claims
against
said
estate,
are
no

it
wili
rather
f&oilitato
their
progress
in
study,
by
Cincinnati, Ooio, Proprietors for the Southern and Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
bar (fc Banning, aro hereby notified that they
WISH it distinctly understood we have no con
By order of the Directors.
its invigorating influence; and largely lessen the tified to present them legally proven for settlement
Western States, to whom address all orders.
must settle their accounts, by note or otherwise,
The Expense.—The Secretary of the Treas
nection with any other house in the city, having without
delay, or they will be loft for collection, as expense. We propose tq furnish Boarding (fuel in within one year from this date.
EZRA D. HEARTWELL, President,
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, O.; Jarno?
purchase
I
of
Mr.
J.
George
the
stock
and
paid
him
Sept.
24
SYLVESTER
FLETCHER.
Adm's.
Geo- Fairohu.d. Secretary.
ury informs the Bank Committee at New York
smd partnership h:ia been dissalved. All accounts cluded) and instruction in all (he English Studies
Blanchard, Mi. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; N.
for it, he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not and notes due the firm belong to the undersigned, aud Latin at $110 per annum.
Philadelphia,
Dec. 11 :y.
1 SPLENDID lot of Hams aud Dried Beef iuat Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A llosac, Frede
that he is spending $1,200,000 daily, or $3,400,- even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove and must bo closed up immediately, to save costs.
Sep. 24, 1861.
Mrs. R. R. SLOAN
ricktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; 8. W. Sapp,
2
a
receive'
received
at
tho
Obi
Cornor.
(00 a week. ,
i the Bame.
feb. 26,’61.
G.M.FAY
sept 17-w4
w. DUNBAR,
Danville;Roberts A Samuel, Columbus. [May ! 1-6
Justice’s Blanks for sale at the Banner Office,
Feb, 25,’51.
LANKb of all kinds for sale at this Office,
G. M. FAY.
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CHARLES WEBER,
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MT. VERNON B

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

’SINESS.

eessy s. JincutiL

ATTORNEY and counsellor at law,

TEMPLE OF ART!

And Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIOOFFICE—North side of K reran Block.
zicgust23, 186o-iy.
__________ __ __

NEW

THE OHLY PREPARATION

Rew Firm.

THAT

Boob Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.

D

R

Cheaper than Ever!

at law,

D.

W

W. MEAD’S,

in TirYOV~ONCE~lldRE~!

A

WASHING MACHINE!

T

I

NEW FIS’.VFIIKL

N

A

DRUG

_

Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,

COACH AND

CAavxUAGE

FACTORY.

FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
ILLIAM SANDERSON respect
fully informs the public and his
friends that he continues to uianufac- •
Carriages, Barouches, Rockaways, Euggies, Wa
AMBROTYPES AND MELAINOTYPES. ture
gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various styles
ef finish and proportion.
o. a. mhiovild,
All orders will be executed with stri jt regard to du
UCCESSOR to Power 4 MoDouald.rospcetfully rability and beauty of finish. Repaiis vi/ also beatannouuces to tho citizens of Mt. Vernon and tended to on the most reasonable terms, Is I use in
vicinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes
all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and employ
4 Melainotypes. in the best style of art, at his rooms none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident that
in Woodward Block. From a long experience in all who favor me with their patronage, will be perfect
business he flatters himself that he will give entire ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work
satisfaction to ail who may favor him with business will be warranted.
Prices as low as the lowest. PIorbo give me a call
Purchasers arerequested to give me a eallbebefore engaging pictures elsewhere.
fmayltf.
ore buyingoisowhere.
Mar.20:t-j

W

S

D. C. MONTGOMERY
attorney at law,

B vinitt- Au.il .’L17 over X. He Giftin'sShoe Store,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Special itteutian given to tiie collection of claims,
and the purchase and sale of Real-Estate.
IJ WE foriale unimproved lands as follows:
61>) acres i 1 Os ige county, Missouri.
6-.)'i icres in Varron county, Missouri.
802 aci- ir :n St. Francois county, Missouri.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 aero lot in Hardin oounty, Ohio.
*63 acres in Mercer county; Ohio,
oierl
_________

T

cabinet

business.

rTo--5 0pll ©-

fJTAKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens ol
1 Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that ho coxtiaueB to
carry on the

' CABINET MAKING BUSINESS,

In all its branches, at his old stand, at tho foot of
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where
will be found Bureaus, Tablos, Chairs, Bodsteads,
Washstands^Capboards, 4c., 4c.

(JXDKIVTAKING. ,

,

Doors,SaxlB, I'iluds and Mouldings

Dr, ». McBRIAR,

-3—5 O

O

ryyOULD respectfully inform the citizons of Mt.
V y Vernon. Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per
manently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of
praoticing his Profession in the best and most sub
stantial style of the art. and I would say to those
who may favor mo with their patronage, that my
work sh ill an 1 will compare both in beauty and du
in the State. I would also gay to
rability wi
'dieted witii Diseased months, that
Ithoso v'n
... cra.-it ail diseases of the mouth unI a'u prep
A.Sj i to remove tumors from the
•r a ay !
n. All operations warranted, and
IszoAih or
.. I •. vo taken a lease of my pres'moderate ■
f.-.-.n Jr. Russell, for five years
lent suit of
J. of ten. Tho best of references
i the
[Juno
19. 1800.
iM»n be n-ivoQ.
__________
_

SI )UN V
V

VERNON

FACTORY!

IE CUB-JCRl^BER would call the attention of
:he , . '>iie to the fact, that the Old Lucerne Fae»ry is
.i ..-eJ to Mt. Vernon, at

NOR CON’S OLD FACTORY,
And.is being fitted up with good Machinery for do
ing a Custem business, aud that I am now ready to
receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimere,
SsStiuett, Biaukets and Flannel on Shares or by the
Yard.
Also, Carding and Spinning; Carding Rolls and
loth,Dressing done on Short Notice. All work
rarranted done in the best manner and as cheap as
ihe cheapest.
Wool will be received at the Old Factory at Lu*
K-rne --ml woikr-onvned.
If. E. WILKINSON.
lyn«19.

Wholesale :m<l Retail Healer

JOSEPH AI CORMICK S
FURNITURE

WA RE ROOMS,

Q
)1

BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.

furlongIfoundry.

T

MEAT MARKET.

And Grows more and more Popular every j
day 1
And testimonials, new, and almost without number,
might bo given from ladies and gentlemen in all i
grades of society, whose united testimony none could
resist, that Prof. Wood’s Hair Restorative will restore ;
the bald and gray, and preserved the hair of the I
youth to old ago, in all its youthful beauty.
Battlo Creek. Mich., Dec. 21, 1858.
Prof. Wood: Thee wilt please accept a line to inform theo the hair on my head all fell off over twen
ty years ago, caused by a complicated chronic dis
ease,'attended with an eruption on the head. A con
tinual course of suffering through life having re
duced me to a stato of dependence, I have not been
able to obtain stuff for caps, neither havo I been able
to do them up, in consequence of which my head
has suffered extremely from cold. This induced mo
to pny Biggs A Hodges almost the last cent I had on
earth for a two dollar bottle of thy Hair Restorative
about tho first of August last. I have faithfully fol
lowed the directions and the bald spot is now cover
ed with hair thick and black, though short, it is also
coming in all over my head. Fooling confident that
another large bottle would restore it entirely an
permanently, I feel anxious to persevere in its use,
and being destitute of means to purchase any more,
I would ask thee if thee wouldst not bo willing to
send me an order on thine agents fora bottle, and
receive to thyself tho scripturo declaration—“the
reward is to those that are kind to the widow and
tho fatherless.”
Thy friend,
SUSANNAH KIRAP.
Ligonier, Noble Co., Ind., Feb. 5, 1859.
Prof. O. J. Wood : Dear Sir:—In the latter part of
the year 1852, while attending the State and Na
tional Law School of tho State of Now York, iny
hair, from a cause unknown to me, commenced fall
ing off vory rapidly, go that in tho short space of six
months, the whole upper part of my scalp was al
most entirely bereft of its covering, and much of the
remaining portion upon the side and back part of
iny head shortly after became gray, so that you will
not be surprised when I tell you that upon my return
to the State of Indiana, my more casual acquain
tance wore not so much nt a loss to discover the
causo of the etnngo in my appearance, as my moro
imtimnte acquaintances were to recognise me at all.
I at once made application to the most skilful phys
icians in the country, but receiving no assurance from
them that my hair could again be restored, I wns
forced to become reconciled to mv fate, until, fortu
nately, in the latter part of the year 1857, your Re
storative was reccommcndcd to me by druggist, ag
being tho most reliable Hair Restorative In use. 1
tried one bottle, and found to my great satisfaction
that it was producing the desired effect. Since that
time, I have used seven dollars’ worth of your Res
torative, and ns a result I have a rich coat of very soft
black hair, which no money could buy.
As a mark of my gratitude for your labor an 1 skill
in the production ofso wonderful an article, I have
recommended its use to many of my friends and
acquaintances, who I am liai'py to inform yon, are
using it with like effect.
Very respectfully, yours,
A. M. LATTA,
Attorney and Counsellor at law.
Depot, 544 Broadway, and sold by all dealers
throughout the world.
The Restorative is put up in bottles of threo sizes/
large, medium and small; the small holds A a pint,
and retails for one dollar per bottle, tho medium
holds at least twenty per cent, more in proportion
than the small, retails fur two dollars a bottle; the
largo holds a quart, 40 per cert, more in proportion
and retails for $3 a bottle.
O. J. WOOD <f- CO, proprietors, 444 Broadway,
New York, and 114 iMarket Street, St. Louis Mo.
And sold by all good Drr.ggi.-ts and Fancy Goods
Dealers. For salo by JAMES BLANCHARD,
may 15-y
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

SNUFF AND

CIGARS,

MEDICINES,

FAMILY

BURNETT’S COCOINE,

BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,

HOLTON HOUSE,

BURNETT’S

NEWARK, OHIO.

LORIMEL,

COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
O the citizens of Knox County, I would return
my sincere thanksfor thepatronage extended to
mo since I became proprieter of this House, and for
MANUFACTURER OF
your continued pntronago, I pledge myself to make
the Hollon House rank equal to any houso in this
BLANCHARD
’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
part of the State, and my Guasts shall have my un
divided attention for their comfort, while they ro
Valuable Farm for Sale.
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
*-D R 1 ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence, maine my guests.
N. B. I havogood Stabling attached to this house
200 olearod, aud under good state of culti
octll.’59tf.
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre
vation, and oontaining agood framo Dwelling bouse,
scription and in preparing recipes of ail kinds.
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
Jan. 29, 1860.
and two orchards of grafted fruit, situato in
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 31 miles from Fredeickiown. Said premisos are well situated, and are
Banning Building-, opp. Woodward Block,
watered with seven good springs, and two large
CIIAIH.S,
MOUNT VERNON, O.
streams of running water. Said land will be sold all wholesale and u e t a 1l
Sign of tiie Red Bedstead, and
in one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to
—EMBRACING—
Golden Cliair.
suit purchasers, and sold on time.
EVERY STYLE OF FURNITURE,
jau 22-tf
DAVID BRADDOCK.

T

W O O D AV ELL’S

®

BOOT AND SHOE

FURNITURE

CHAIR ASD BEDSTEAD HANDFACTORT,
daniel

ROSEWOOD,MAHOGANY AND WALNUT,

McDowell,

rpAKES pleasure in announcing
to the citizons of Mt. Vernon
Parlors,
and vicinity, that having been in
Chambers, and
HE subscriber respectfully in
the business for 39 years, in this
Dining Rooms,
forms the citizens of Mt. Vernon
placo, he continues to manufacture
EQUAL TO ANY IN
and the public genoraliy, that he
CIIAlRSand BEDSTEADS of overy
NEW YORK OR PHILADELPHIA,
has removed his shop a door South of
description, at his stand in Ban
AND AT
his old siand, to the South-west corner of the Public
ning’s Building where he hopes,
Square, where he is prepared to manufacture Boots
jLOWER PRICES.
by making good work, and selling
and Shoes of every description, to order, upon the Every Article made by hand & Warranted.
at low pricos. to receive a continua
shortest notice and in tho very beststyle.
ion of theliberal patronage that has heretofore been
He keeps nono but tho most experienced work
extended to hitn. All his work is made of tho very
Cabinet-Makers
men and will warrant his work to be equal, for du Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE and best material, and will be warranted to give entire
rability aud neatness, to any manufactured in this
satisfaction. Tha patronage of the public is res
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
city or elsewhere.
jy!2:y
HOTELS AND STEAMBOATS FURNISHED AT pectfully solicited.
He keeps none buttho bestmaterial,and hasconTHE SHORTEST NOTICE.
stant-ly on hand the best quality of Freuch calfskin,
J?
l
Warerooms, Nos. 77 and 79 Third Street,
kipskin, aud coarse leather boots, monroe’g, laoe
GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGENT,
mar________
PITTSBURGH. PA.
boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies’ wear ol overy
SUPERIOR,
WISCONSIN,
JOSEPH PENNOCK.
natiian f. hart
description.
YYTIED select and enter Lands,locato Land WarPEWOCK & dart,
Persons wishing to tost his work will please call
Y V rants, and buy and sell Real Estate.
[Of the late firm of Pennock, Mitchell & Co.,]
and leave their measures, as the best evidonco will
Particular attention paid to Conveyancing, Paying
then be given of the truth of his assertion.
Taxes, Loaning and Investing Money, and oxamin
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
May 7, 1861-2mo
C. WEBER.
ing Titles.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Refer to Judge Valey and Eug. Burnand,New
Down & Tetley,
A CONSTANT supply of Cooking Stoves and York; Wra. Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon,
No. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
xV. Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all Marshall A Co.,Bankers, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman
sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Tea St. Paul, Minn.; Wra. II. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton,
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
May 20.
MPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar- Kettles, Sad and Tailors’Irons, Water and Gas Pipes Superior; Wm. Mann Rahway, N. J.
Iron
Fronts for Ileuses, and Miscellaneous Castings
relshotguns, sporting apparatus,gunmakers ma
made
to
ordor.
K<iud
Warrants.
terials, has just received, by Express, dircctfrom the
Pittsburgh, Apr. 7.
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by
manufacturer s, a splendid assortment of C sit’s Repeat
sending them to the undersigned, can have them
ing Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of which
TAYLOR,
GRISWOLD
&
CO.,
loaned to pre-emptors of tho public lands, at
we’will sell for cash at as low prices as they can be
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in onoyoar, se
Dealers in all kinds Foreign and Domestic
boughtin thccity of New York. Persons going to
cured by the land entered with the warrant.
Australia and California will find thatthey can dobetThis is an excellent ohance for investment, the
ter by purchasing their equipage at home,than they
also
lender being rendered doubly safe, by having the
can amongstrangors—as we give persons a chance to
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C.,
benefit of the settlers improvements and selection o
try any of the above pistols before leaving the city,
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
the finest lands in tho West.
nd in case of a failure we refund the money.
NO. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND,OHIO.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
Cleveland, April 6;ly.
Sept. U:tf.
BOWN A TETLEY.
June 30.
Omaha City Neb. Ter.

MANUFAC TO RY!

I

8UITABLE FOR

T

bTbel'

Pulton nF’oxs.ia.caLx’^r,

f

P

STAPLE AND F4NCY DRY GOODS.

Liver Complaint,
nnd restore the health and strength of the sufferer.
That
Sick Females,
who have languished for years in helpless weakness
nnd despondency, recuperate with great rapidiiy un
der their invigorating operation. That all sexual
disabilities are removed by their cordial and gentle
stimulating properties. That they recruit
Shattered Constitutions,
however they may have been trifled with and nbuscd; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life,
and render it enjoyable. That operating directly
upon the poison of the disease in the blood, they
Cause Soon to Heal,
nnd discharge from tho system every taint of Scro
fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
Recruit the Debilitated,
and that there is no disease of the Stomach an d Bow
els, tho Liver, the Nervous System, the Skin, Glands
or Muscles,
Arising from Impurities or
Obstructions of the Blood
Cr Secretions,
in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad
ministered beforo the very citadel of life has been
invaded,) effect of a painless a>“’ ‘perfect cure.
Bear in mlpj t;iat the gCANDIVADIAN VEGE
TABLE BLC0D PILLS aro endorsed by the expe
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let
ters, affidavits, medical works, nnd by word of
month, proclaim them to be the very best prepara
tion of the kind ever offered to the broken-down vic
tims of ill-heath. They hunt disease through every
avenue nnd organ of the system, and expel it thor
oughly and permanently.
'No ono can dcubt their superiority after one sin
gle trial—they aro not only better, but in fact chea
per than any other Pills, for it takes a less number
of thc-m to produce a better effect.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi
er, $1 per bottle, or 55 per half dozen. Of the
Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per
box, or 5 boxos for $1.

Drugs and Medicines,

T

~

§ !

That they cure the almost universal complaint,
Dyspepsia
with unerring certainty, and in a very short time.—
That after all other medicines have proved useless,
they relieve

Twenty Thousand Patients Cured Annually.

SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES

F A C*

Gontnin No DliueraL

Quick Cures and Eow Prices.

Dr. Teller’s Great Y/ork.
A

fectual Alterative that can be made. It is a con
centrated extract of Para Sarsaparilla, so combined
With other substances of still greater alterative
power as to afford an effective antidote for the
diseases Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. It is be
lieved that such a remedy is wanted by those who
suffer from Strumous complaints, and that one
•which will accomplish their cure must prove of
immense service to this large class of our afflicted
DR. RORACK’S
fellow-citizens. How completely this compound
SCANDINAVIAN REMEDIES.
•will do it has been proven by experiment on many
IIE evidence in tho possession of Dr. Robnck, of the worst cases to be found of the following
which is at all times accessible to the public, es
complaints: —
tablish the following
SCKOFCLA AND SCROFULOUS COMPLAINTS, ERUP

That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD PILLS
have been proved by analysis to

On the French System.

Beolitell
AKES pleasure in ananouncing to his old
friends and customers that
he still continues to keep
for sale tho very best of
Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton,
and Lamb, at his cellar, on Main street, opposite to
Woodward llall, under Clark’s Tailor Shop. By
keeping good nieatsTand by honest dealing, he
hopes to merit a continuation of the liberal patron.
ago ho has retore horecoivsd.
April 27-tf

T

Old Established SSossutal,

PERFUMERY,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
A compound remedy, designed to be the most ef

DR. TELLER continues to
be confidentially and succcsfully consulted on all forms
of private diseases, at hit
Old Established Hospital. 5
Beaver Street. Albany, N.Y.
Twenty yoars devoted to
this particular branch of
practice, enables him to per
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
form cures such as no other
Physician can, and his facil
ities are such (being in cor
respondence with the ir.csl
cminet Physicians in the Old World), for obtaining
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, BUTTY the safest as well as the latest remedies for these dis
eases, offer inducements to the unfortunate, of a
quick aad rapid cure, to be obtained at no other offi
ce in
AMERICA.
Vurninhes,
Brushes
anil
Dye
In Syphilis, Gonorrhiw Gleet, Stricture, Enlarge
Pnints, Oil?,
Stuffs,
ment of the Testicles, and Spermatic Cords, Bubo,
Ulcerated Throat, Sore Nose, Tender Shin Bones.
Cutaneous Eruptions, Biles, Ulcers, Abscesses, and
all other impurities of the system, are perfectly un
der tho control of the Doctor’s medicines and have
PURE WINES AND BRANDIES been tested in more than
20,000 Cases Annually with Immense
Success.
Y’oung men, who, by indulging in Secret
Habits, have contracted that soul-subduing—mind
prostrating—body destroying vice, one which fills
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
our Lunatic Asylums, and crowds to repletion the
wards of our Hospitals, should apply to the Doctor
without delay.

FURLONG FOUNDRY,

H

Of all tho various patterns. Surface and Irregular
Planing and Flooring, hardor3oft, dressed to order.
iTe would ask f ir tho now firm a continuance of the
' e&tronago so liberally bestowed ou the old one.
r
BYERS 4 PATTERSON
Mt. Vernon, 0., June 12, I860.________

W

T

DENTIST,

FACTORY!

On JJam Street, over Hank’s Saddle and Harness
Shop, Second Floor, Opposite Iiusscll,
St urges & Co’s Bank,
HERE may be found a good assortment of
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of
their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times.
All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning
done on short notice aud in good style. Country
Cnbinet Makers will do v,ell to give us a call.—
Wagou Hubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops,
and, in short, anything in wood can be turned at
our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce, and Cash taken
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly attendud to. A share of Public Patronage solicited.
Feb. 12, '61 :y.
McFARLAND A WELLS.

riJIIE undersigned respectfully announces to the
A CARD.
I citizons of Knox and tho surrounding counties,
HE undersigned wishes to say that ho is still at that he has greatly enlarged his business and i
tho old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R. now prepared to offer superior inducements to those
Depot known as tho Furlong Foundry, which is now
who wish to purchase
in full operation. He is ready to greet all his old
Ulipap and Llegant Furniture.
rionds and patrons with a pleasant srnilo, a warm He will at all times keep ou hand a large stock of
shako of the hand, social chatand then furnish them BUREAUS.
WARDROBES,
with any thing in the line of business they are to
BEDSTEADS, SOFAS, LOUNGES,
be supplied with at this place. The same business BOOKCASES, IIAT-RACKS,
is continued here as you will sec by advertisement.
CENTRE, PIER and
Come on Farmers and all others and support home
DINING TABLES;
industry.
M. C. FURLONG.
MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and
COMMON CHAIRS, MATTRASSES, Ac.
\nd in fact, eve! y article to bo found in a first-class
Furniture Ware-room. I will also mako to order
s. DAVIS &, co.,
uny articlo that may be called for. I employ the
MANUFACTURERS OF
vory best workmen to bo had, and every ar.icle sold
the
MOWERS AND REAPERS will be warranted. I solicit a continuat
liberal
patronage heretofore extend to mo.
CAT.LED THE
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
HE most simple in construction and perfect in
UNDERTAKING.
its operation, the lightestin draft, and least lia
ble to get out of ordor of any in use. Now if far The subscriber still continues the Undertaking
mers of Knox and adjoiningCounties wish to save Business, and having an elegant Hearse is prepar
od to attond funerals in either town or country.
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Coffins made to order, in the best style, and on the
Come and trv
shortest notice. I can bo found :t my Furniture
Ware-rooms, in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and theabove ward Block, Mt. Vernon, 0.
representations will bo realized or no sale. Also,
Marchl3tf.
JOSEPH McCORMICK

I have provided myself with a new and splendid
Hearse, and will bo ready to attend funerals when
Sugar Mills with 15. D. Evans’
ever called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
and made to order.
J. 5. MARTIN.
Patented March 20th, 1860. These mills are heavj
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unex
febSitf
celled by any in these parts; and as for tiie Evapora
REMOVAL.
tor, it is the best adapted to the business,of any
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that the
C. M—KELSEY,
DR
furnaee part serves for a stove, fora kitchon or cook
ing vegetables for stock, and all itsadvantagesover
others for convenience, has to be seen and used to
AStaken for a term of years therooms former be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur
ly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over chase will be but wise to examine this before buy
Taylor, Gantt 4 Co.’s, where he will prosecute the
ing elsewhere.
various duties of his profession with an experience
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va
of over 16 years constant practice, and an acquain rious stylos and descriptions made andrepaired that
tance with all the late improvements in the art, ho was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow
feels confident of giving entire satisfaction. The Shares, Wholesale and Retail: of tho Long Plow,
best skill of tiie profession warranted to bo exorcised right and loft from No. 1 to No. 5; lliser right and
in every ease.
loft; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately Iron right, left, and tho Clippor and Combination
procured from the oast.
Entrance on Maia irtot,betweeen Taylor, Gantt Plow with tiie Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels,
4c., Ao. Also Scrapers with cast points, an excel<t- Co.’s add L. Munk’s Clothing Storo.
lentartiele. Also, Castings,Machinery, Ac.to order.
April 19, 1359-tf ___ _ _____________________
S. DAVIS A CO.
Apr24.
M. C. Furlong, Gen. Ag’t.
SASH. DOOR AND BLIND

(pus SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM THEIR
£ friends and the public generally, that they have
•■smeved their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry,
Wojt of High Street, where, in connection with S.
i>avis,thby k^ep oi hand and manufacture to order,
on »hort notice,

Q

JAMES BLANCHARD,

Monnt Vernon, Ohio.
ilded side and top lights, window

Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac.
Land Scape Painting done to order.
Pictures
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable
terms. St-ucsling in paper or metal neatly ex•eutod.
P. S. Block letters eat to order.
May 22. I860.

N EW

’urniture Rooms, Fp

PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, 4c.,
No. 109 <rii» Nt., up Stairs,

G

STORE.

HAVE JUST OPENED

J. B. MILLER,

Pills.

STOOD THE TEST OF YEARS,

I desire to inform the public that my
.MORTON & SAPP
Splendid Snit of Photog/nph lloonis
ESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount
Vernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar
ARE COMPLETED!
'
ed to suit eyery one in their lino of business, at pri
j
And now open for the roeeption of visitors. It Is ces that cannot bo sold under.
CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
j
needless to comment upon my work, as it recom
AW
a
GO
AND
SEE
i
A t r o k n i : v at; l
mends itself I make Photographs from small min
Mount \ ernon, Clft-o.
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of oil
i
iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or
Prompt attention given *o Coll stioua and Secursizes and styles. In addition to our other stock, we
Bg all Claim, entnvted
Ms care.
<nre.___
rusted to his
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL, have a splendid assortment of Hats and Caps of the
'
"^S-vr-C. F. Baldwin, is also, aNotary Public
. _
lntest style; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps ; and
Water Colors, or
i
•ill attend to such business as is authorised by Ins 2S5i W » JBt AL
also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
a
»
•
eommissioa, with promptness and despatch.
— AT
Shoe-makers
will
find
it
to
bo
their
interest
to
buy
If you ’nave an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotypc their Leather and Findings at
April l’hti, I860 6inb._____________________
of ft deceased friend, (no matter how poor), it can
Morton & Sapp’s Boot and Shoe Store,
-^YRSIgAI, BEAM,
be enlarged to any siz? ami colored true to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon tho mind of Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building,
cousellor
Mt,
Vernon, Ohio.
may 14
tiie public thia important branch of Photography.
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
I employ Mr. IIALL, of Cleveland, tho acknowledg
J/oa,n Vernon, Ohio.
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
npiIE evacuation of Fort Sumter by tho United
OFFICE-Hudson’s Building, Main st., 2 doors ed bast COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can he seen at JL States docs not say that E. WILCOX has eva
Bouth Kuos County Bank.
[march 2<Old Stand of Beam & Mead,
my Gallery.
cuated his old stand ou Main street, over Brown’s
«KM&f W. COTTOS.
*«• L‘ ®A»a.
Jewelry Store, where ho still remains and expects
AMBROTYPES
COTTON & BAJTE,
An,l all small work done on short notice. Wo ex to conduct his business ns heretofore, in all its vari
Attorneys and Counsellors at naw,
tend a cordial invitation to all to call and examine ous branches. Garments of all descriptions cut and South-West corner of Main and Gambier streets,
MT. VERNON, 0.
made to order ou short notice, and as durable as can Jit A ernon, Ohio.
ap 30
rjTlLL ATTEND to all business intrusted to Specimens.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over be done at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the
tho u, la an r of the Courts.
mountains,
and
in
tho
latest
style,
according
to
eas

0f?ic>'.~N. E. corner of Main and Gambier sts. Taylor, Gantt 4 Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr. tern fashions.
▼er Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring establishment oc20 Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
JOHN W. POWER,
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in tiie best man
N. B. The class' of pictures formed 25 cent pic
ITER an absense of many months, during
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit cus
“
JOHN ADAMS,
tures positively not takon at these rooms.
which
time
ho has been following his profession
tomers.
Feeling
thankful
to
his
old
customers
for
At’sri”Y at Law and Notary Public,
novl3-ly,
N. E LEWIS.
their liberal support heretofcro received, lie solicits ol Photographist and Ambrotyi-ist in the principal
epri^ -is ward's sew building,
galleries
of
Fine
art in the South and West, has re
a continuance of tho same, and asks as many new
THE CATARACT
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
turned to Mt. Vernon, and opened his
ones as feel they can trust him with their work.
[ JJjf-___________ I__________
an 9:tf
E. WILCOX.
UNION GALLERY t F ART,
To tho People of Knox County and espe
WSI. D5J-M2AG,
In tho spacious rooms prepared especially for him,
MEDICAL,
cially
the
Ladies.
unnicdiateiy
over tho Banking house of Messrs. RusA T T Q il I\ E Y A ' V L A W ,
IIE subscriber respectfully informs tho commu sed, Sturgcs A Co., West side of Main street, Mt.
HAVE been for several years on the look out for
MT, VKfctroS, KNOX COtJST"
nity in and around Mt. Vernon, that she lias
a good Washing Machine. I have had several
\ ernon, where lie is prepared and furnished with tho
)ffic . ia Baunin-g Building, northwest corner
settled in said placo as a regular practising Physi
tried in my family and found somo that did pretty
MalnanlVine streets, in the room formerly occupied weil as long as they kept in order. But they all cian, having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such means of executing his art in a manner not to bo
surpassedJiy
any artist in the land.
by M. n. Mitchell.
' lel4
soon failed in this respoct aud some shook them solicits patronage, especially from the female portion
.
1/ife-Sized
Photographs,
of
society.
Her
rooms
are
in
Hill
’
s
Building,
cornor
selves to pieces.
Samuel Israel.
„,^tJ£’epk C’
1 aintod in oil colors, by the best Artist of the North
ISRAEL A DEVIN,
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machino ope of Main and Gambier streets, entrance between Tay West, Ambrotypes of all sizes, from minaturc to tiie
Attorneys at Law A Solicitor# in Chancery,
rated by Mr. Eiswald tho inventor, and was struck lor <£• Gantt’s and Munk’s stores.
very largest size, takon in the shortest notice, at the
Z MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Country calls promptly atterdod to.
with its simplicity; and especially with the fact that
most roasonablo prices. His large stock of Frames,
July 23-tf
JANE PAYNE, M. D.
OFFICE.—Three doors South of the Bank.
there was no shaking motion to it. It had no more
cases,and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio.—
Prompt attention given to all business en tendency to rattlo to pieces than a grindstone, or a
His Light will permit him to operate at all hours of
trusted to them, and especially to collecting and se spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his
tae day, and in all kinds of weather, liaviDg been
curing claims in any part of the state of Ohio.
maohino to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough
prepared under his immediate supervision. He feels
Dee. 7:tf. .
_________________ i___ trial in my family, and also in some others ; and beOW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big confident that nothing is wanting to make it a per
carao so well satisfied with its morits that I purchas
FRANK U. HURD.
fect Gallery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to fur
Chair,
over
Sperry
A
Co.
’
s
Store,
the
largest
B. 0. HUKD.
ed the patoDtrigbt for several counties.
and best stock of Furniture ever offered for Bale nish
in all country Artists with all kinds ofStock at East
It.
UCRD & SON,
These machines are now manufactured atthe Koern prices,
ho entire community are cordially in
Attorneys and Counsellors nt Law,
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham 4 Co., and I this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tete-a-Tetes, vited to call at the Union Gallery of Art.
Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables,
can confidently recommend tnein as the best ma Loungos,
MOUNT
VERNON,
OHIO.
Stands,
Cane
and
Wood
Seat
Chairs,
Cribs,
Bed

fNF
Don't
forget
to call at his Rooms over Rus
mar 12-tf
chino for washing that I ever saw. They will wash
steads,and in fact almost everything in Cabiuetline sell, Sturgcs A Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
SASH, BOORS AND BLINDS.
auy amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half a
June 2oth. 1861, tf.
dozen shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They the market requires. I also keep on hand and make
to order Curled Hsir, Cotton and Ilusk Mattrasses,
are not liablo to get out of order and will last a
DEVOE & HUBBELL,
Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur
nnounce to the citizens of knox lifetime.
Buckingham 4 Co., will warran t them to give en tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choice
and tho sv.rroundiug counties, that they are
Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order.
now prepared to manufacture to order all kinds of tire satisfaction. Ifnot,the machine may bo returned
I have also th? right to soli Fisk 4 Crane’s Patent
Sash, Door* and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, in good order, within twenty (lays and the money Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
KNOX COUNTY
and all work required in house finishing. V o shall will be handed back without asking any questions.
The public are invitod to call and examine mv
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
oae tho Tory host material, and will warrant all our
stock and prices.
[npr26]
W. C. WILLIS. *
Mt. Vernon, June 12, 1860.
work.
JAMES n. M FARLAND.
WILLIAM WELLS
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House,
McFarland & wells
Mount Vernon, 0him_
__________ [tnarc’nSO.

ATT’Y a.

Blood Puriiyer and

HAS

Private Medical Treatise, and Domestic Mid
wifery.

The only work on this subject ever published in
any country, or in any language, for 25 cents. Il
lustrated with niagnificentengravings, showing liotl.
sexes, in a state of nature, pregnancy, and delivery
of tho Foetus, 27th edition—over 200 pages—sem
under seal postpaid, to any part of the world, on ihe
receipt of 25 cents, or 5 copies for $1. Specie or
bank bills perfectly safe in a well sealed letter. It
tells how to distinguish Pregnancy, and hew tonvoid it. How to distinguish secret habits in young
men aud how to cure them. It contains the Author’s
views on Matrimony. And how to choose a Partnire
It tells how to cure Gonorrbm. How to cure Spnc
Diseases, Nervous Irritation, Despondency, Loss of
Memory, Aversion to Society, and Love of Solitude.
It contains Fatherly Advice to young ladies, young
men, and all contemplating na rimony. It teaches
the young mother or those expecting to become mo
thers, how to rear their offspring. How to remove
pimples from the face. It tells how to cure Leucorrhcea, or Whites, Falling of the Womb. Inflamation
of the Bladder, and all diseases of the privates.—
iE£^.Married persons and others, who desire to es
cape the perils of disease, should enclose the price
of tho work, aud receive a copy by return mail.
This book has recoived more than 5,000 recommen
dations from tho public press, and physicians are
recommending persons in their vicinity to send for it.
N. B. Ladies in want of a pleasant and safe rem
edy for irrregularitios, obstructions, Ac,, can obtain
Dr. Vichol’s Female Monthly Pills at the Doctor’s
Office, No. 5 Beaver street.
CAUTION.—Married ladies in corfnin situations,
should not use them—for reasons, see directions with
each box. Price SI. Sent by mail to all parts of
the world.
■fcQ, 1000 boxes sentthis month—all have arriv
ed site.
N. B. Persons nt a distance can bo cured at borne
by addressing a letter to Dr. J. Teller, enclosing a
remittance. Medicines securely packed from obser
vation, sent to any’ part of tho world. All cases
warranted. No charge for ad vice. N. B.—No stu
dents or boys employed. Notice this, address all
ietters to
J. TELLER, M. D..
Jan.lO:ly.
No. 5 BeavcrStreet, Albany ,N. Y,

A NEW ARTICLE.

Dr. Roback’s Stomach Bitters.

TIONS and Eruptive Diseases, Ulcers, 1‘imples,

Blotches, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Syphilis and Syphilitic affections, Mercurial
Disease, Dropsy, Neuralgia ok,Tic Douloureux,
Debility, Dyspepsia and Indigestion, KrtsipbLAs, Rose or St. Anthony’s Fire, and indeed tho
whole class of complaints arising from Impurity
of the Blood.
This compound will be found a great promoter
of health, when taken in the spring, to expel the
foul humors which fester in the blood at that sea
son of the year. By the timely expulsion of them
many rankling disorders are nipped in the budMultitudes can, by the aid of this remedy, spare
themselves from the endurance of ibul eruptions
and ulcerous sores, through which the system, will':
strive to rid itself of corruptions, if not assisted to
do this through the natural channels of the body
by an alterative medicine. Cleanse out the vitiated!
blood whenever you find its impurities bursting
through the skin in pimples, eruptions, or sorc6
cleanse it when you find it is obstructed and slug
gish in the veins; cleanse it whenever it is foul,,
and your feelings will tell you w hen. Even where
no particular disorder is felt, people enjoy better
health, and live longer, for cleansing the blood.
Keep the blood healthy, and all is well; but with
this pabulum of life disordered, there can be no
lasting health. Sooner or later something must go
wrong, and the great machinery of life is disordered
cr overthrown.
Sarsaparilla lias. &nd deserves mucli, ’lie reputatlCR vf accomplishing these ends. But the world
has been Cgregiously deceived by preparations of it,
partly because the drug alone has not all the virtue
that is claimed for it, but more because many prep
arations, pretending to be concentrated extracts of
it, contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla, or
any thing else.
During late years the public have been misled
by large bottles, pretending to give a quart of Ex
tract of Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most of these
have been frauds upon the sick, for they not only
contain little, if any, Sarsaparilla, but often no
curative properties whatever. Hence, bitter and
painful disappointment has followed the use of the
various extracts of Sarsaparilla which flood tho
market, until the name itself is justly despised, and
has become synonymods with imposition and cheat.
Still wc call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend
to supply such a remedy as shall rescue the name
from the load of obloquy which rests upon it. And
wc think we have ground for believing it lias vir
tues which are irresistible by the ordinary run of
the diseases it is intended to cure. In order to
secure their complete eradication from the system,
the remedy should be judiciously taken aacording
to directions on the bottle.

A new and delightful Stomachic and Cordial, for
giving tone to the Stomach, nnd for tho prevention
of bilious complaints incident to the Western coun
try. Try it.
As a morning drink, to assist digestion and re
lieve Dyspepsia, it lias no equal. Try it.
PREPARED BY
In flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Try it.
The formula of these Bitters, now (ISCl) the sole
DR. J. C. AYER & CO.
property of Dr. Roback, originated with one of the
LOWELL, MASS.
oldest nnd most eminent Medical Practitioners of
Price, $1 per Bottle j Six Bottles for $3.
the West, and it is directly predicated upon the
wnnts of Western people.
Those Bitters derive tiieir stimulus from the pow
erful tonic nature of the roofs and herbs of which has won for itself such a renown for the cure of every
they are composed, and as they are. by allaying un variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that it is en
natural cravings of the stomach, directly promotive tirely unnecessary for us to recount the evidence of its
of
virtues, wherever it has been employed. As it has long
Temperance,
been in constant use throughout this section, we need
the present proprietor believes (hat in making them not do more than assure the people its quality is kept
up to the best it ever has been, and that it may be relied
widely known the publie welfare is subserved.
It will soon be for sale by all of Dr. Hoback’s num on to do for their relief all it has ever been found to do.
erous Agents, and at Hotels, Ac. the country over.—
hi Ihe intiintime, orders will be filled direct from
Cincinnati in any quantity, and at tho lowest rates.
POIt TILE CURE OP
It is put up in Quart Bottles, nnd securely packed
in one doz. cises. Half doz. sample cases will, how Costiveness, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Di/sen~
tery.
Foul
Stomach,
Erysipelas, Headache, Piles,
ever, be packed nnd sent to any address, if desired
Rheumatism, Eruptions and Skin Diseases, Liter
Retail Price, St per bottle, or six for S3.
Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and Salt Rheum,
lYorms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Fill, and for
Principal office nnd salesroom, No. 6 East Fourl I’urifying the Blood.
Street, 3u building from Main Street, Cincinnati,
They are sugar-coated, so that the most sensitive can
Ohio. Laboratory, No. 32 Hammond Street.
take them pleasantly, nnd they arc the best aperient in
For sale in Knox County, by A . W. Lippitt, W. B
the world for all the purposes of a family physic.
Russel, Mt. Vernon.
Price, 25 cents per Pox; Five boxes for fpl.CO.
D. A D. S. Fry, Centrcburg.
Great numbers of Clergymen, Physicians, Statesmen,
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
and eminent personages, have lent their naxies to ace
Montague, A Ilosack, Fredoricktown.
tify the unparalleled usefulness of these remedies, hot
R. McCloud, Millwood.
our space here will not permit the insertion of them.
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
! The Agents below named furnish gratis our American
Bishop A Misliov, North Liberty.
Almanac, in which they are given; with also full
Hanna A Mercer, Bladensburg.
descriptions of the above complaints, and the treatment
D. P. Wright, Barbers, A Dowds, Amity,
that should be followed for their cure.
A. Gardner, Mt. Holly.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with other
It. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
preparations they make more profit on. Demand
Daniel Ventch, Mt. Liberty.
Ayer's, and take no others. The sick want the best
John Denny, Heller, and by druggists and mo
aid there is for them, and they should have it.
All our Remedies are for sale by
chnnts generally throughout the U. 4. Jan 23.
J. Blanchard, S. W. Lippitt, 5Y. B. Russell,
WALKER’S UNION W ASHER.
and by Druggists aud dealers everywhere.
OctSO-lp.
HORACE WELSH,
ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of
FREDERICKTOWN FOUNDRY.
Knox and the adjoining counties that ho is the
agent lor the manufacture and sale of WALKER'S
L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.
CELEBRATED UNION IVASI1ER, which, he hesi
HE subscriber respectfully informs the citizens
tates not to say is the
of
Knox
and tho surrounding counties that he
Best Washing Machine
continues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown,
now in use in tho country. These machines are
manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon, Knox county, Ohio, where he manufactures and.
and are sold at extremely iow prices. Recti the fol keeps on hand a general assortment of
lowing ceriificate of persons well known in this com COOKING, PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES,
PLOWS OF ALL hl IN PS,
munity :
And a full stock of TIN nnd COPPER WARE.
Mt. Vedxon, Ohio, Feb. 4tli, 1861.
Dinner Bells, a splendid articlo.fine toned and ve
We tho undersigned, would recommend G. Walk
er’s Union Washir ns ono of the most desirable im ry cheap, aro made at this establishment.
All work manufactured at mv establishment wi II
plements of household economy; and believe that it
stands uncqualed for ease of operating, for perfection be warranted to give entire satisfaction to our euslaniers,
and will be sold at prices equally as low if
and expedition in washing, ami for the comfort and
health of the operator, freeing them from the inju not lower than similar articles can be had in Mt.
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in vernon. The patronage of the public is solicited,
•carlo
L. D. RANKIN.
haling into the lungs the nauseating and health de
stroying fumes of tho wash
Duff & McCoy’s
L. M. Fowler,
L. M. Watson,
Henry Kensom,
Robert Watson,
COMMRC1AEL COLLEGE,
Ellen Ransom,
William Bartlett,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
Wm. Wallace Wade,
J. B. Staunton,
Mary E. Wade,
Hellen M. Staunton,
HE thorough manner in which Students ol thia
E. Hildreth,
Win. B. Beardsley,
Institution are drilled in all the routine of bu
A. W. Hildreth,
Dorcus Beardsley,
siness, has gained for it the proud distinction of
Geo. W. Jackson,
Wm. Blair.
. March 5, ’61:tf.
The course of Study is full and thoroughly prac
tical. All the late forms and improvements are in
troduced, and the Faculty will guarantee koj one
after ho has completed the courso, to he fully quali
fied to keep the books of any business house,
Daily Lectures delivered on Book-keeping, Pen
manship, Commercial Calculations, Commercial Law
Political Economy, Elocution, Ac.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

R'

T

T

The Business Man’s College!

TERMS:

MRS. WINSLOW,
For full and unlimited Course, $40.
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre
Studonts can enter atany time and review at plea
sents to tho attention of mothers, her
sure.
The usual time to complete the couse is from 8 to
10 weeks.
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,
Good boarding can be
$2,50 per week.
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by
Cost of Books, Diploma <f-c., five dollars.
softening the gums, reducion all inflamation—will
For full particulars, address
allav all pain and spasmodic action, and is
nov 6
McCOY A Co., Columbus, 0.
SCRE TO REGELATE THE BOW ELS.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your
selves. and
BELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and
gives tone and energy to the wholo system. It will
almost iustantly relieve
GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem
$35.00
edied, end in death. We believe it the BEST and
AYS the entire cost for Tuition in the most pop*
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases
ular and successful Commercial School in th«
of DYSENTERY nnd DIARRfEA IN CHILDREN,
whether it arrises from teething, or from any other country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men
from
twenty-eight different States, have been edu
cause. Wo would say to every mother who has a
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints cated for business here within the past three years,
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR TIIE ume of whom have been employed as Book-keeper*
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you at salaries of
2,000 Per Annum,
nnd your suffering child, and the relief that will be
Gin as a Remedial Agent.
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE—to follow the immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT, use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions accounts when they entered the College.
Ministers’ sons at half price. Students en
SPECIALLY designed for the use of Medical for using will accompany each bottle. None genu
Profession and the Family, having superseded ine unless tho fac-simile of CURTIS A PERKINS, ter at any time, and review when they please, with
the so-called “ Gim,” “AromaXic,” “Medicated,
”
out extra charge.
New York, is on the outside rapper.
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof.
“ Schnapps,” etc., is now endorsed by all of the pro
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship,and
minent physicians, chemists and connoisseurs, as in Knox County.
a
large
Engraving of the College, inclose twenty-fiT«
possessing all of those intrinsic medicinal qualities
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street, N.Y.
cents°in postage stamps tojthe^nncipals,^
(tonic and diuretic) which belong to the OLD and
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
JENKINS A SMITH,
PURE Gin. Put up in quart bottles and sold by all
March 26, 1S61.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
jan 22-ly
druggists, grocers, otc.
A. M. BININGER A CO.,
JOHN COCHRAN & BRO.
W M BLY NN,
(Established in 1778.)
Sole Proprietors,
MANUFACTURERS OF
Having removed to
No. 19 Broad street, N. Y”. Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors,
two
NO. 10 BUCKEYE BLOCK,
For sale by D. S. BARNES 4 Co., No. 31 Park
Window Shutters, Guards, &c.
RUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him
Row, New Y’ork.
Nos. 91 Second Street and 86 Third Street
at his new location. lie will soon make an adf
Our long experience and familiarty with the re (Between Wood and Market.) PITTSBURGH, ”A,
duion to his already large stock,anew assortment o
quirements of Druggists, and our superior business
AVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fancy
facilities, enable us to furnish them with choico Li
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
and plain, suitable for all purposes. Particu
quors for medical and family use.
jan 22-yl
Fancy Articles for the Holidays,
lar attention paid to enclosing Grave Lots. Jobbing
lie shall aim, in goods, prices, and attention,
OB PRINTING of all kinds neatly and cheaply done at short notice.________________ 111
to please tho publio.
[Columbus, O, Nov. 30.
executed at this office.
“BLANKS of all kind?for sale at this Office,

SOOTHING SYRUP,
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